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FADE IN:

EXT. FOREST – DAY

Germany. Roman OFFICERS walk through a battlefield. Thousands 
of Romans have been massacred. They nervously scan the trees 
and occasionally see German tribesmen peering at them.

OFFICER
We lost three legions, fifteen 
thousand men, as though the Gods 
snatched them from the earth. This 
is a stupid idea.

SECOND OFFICER
That’s treason.

OFFICER
Our legions fight in open fields, 
not these wet dark forests. The 
Germans are not like any enemy 
we’ve ever fought. This dream of 
crossing the river and building 
Roman provinces here is going to 
get us all killed.

SECOND OFFICER
If you don’t have the stomach for a 
fight, you shouldn’t have joined 
the army.

OFFICER
Roman legions. It's impossible. 

EXT. SQUARE IN THE MIDDLE OF A FARM VILLAGE - DAY

Poland, a village belonging to the Vandal tribe. The locals 
wear tunics down to the knees; some wear sandals.

GAISERIC, a boy of 16, is playing tag with his SISTER, Avina 
(later we will meet her niece, also named AVINA). She is 
winning because he has a limp which he will keep throughout 
the story. His FATHER, quiet ruler of the Vandals, watches.

Roman SOLDIERS arrive and begin massacring FARM PEOPLE in a 
village, carrying off chickens. People scatter into the 
woods. A soldier grabs an old man.

SOLDIER
This is the leader, yes?

A soldier slits an old man’s throat.



SOLDIER (CONT'D)
We picked your tribal leader for 
you, our old friend, and even he 
couldn’t stay loyal. We told you to 
attack the Silingi, beat them down.
Get them killing each other.

SECOND SOLDIER
Bad enough we’re stationed out here 
in this frozen swap. We warned you 
about the raids.

FARMER
That wasn’t our village, we’re 
getting in our crop.

SOLDIER
A German is a German.

FARMER
We have nowhere to go, the Huns are 
tramping across the plain like a 
thunderstorm. Have you seen the 
Huns attack a village? You promised 
us land, and now you won’t even 
give us food!

FATHER
Look at us, if you can’t give us 
land, give us grain!

SOLDIER
Here’s a carcass, swap for your 
little girl. How old is she, ten? 

SECOND SOLDIER
Just needs to ripen on the vine. 

SOLDIER
Nice goat meat.

SISTER
That’s dog meat.

GAISERIC
Avina, no!

FATHER
Gaiseric!

SOLDIER
Take it or leave it. One way or 
another, we’re leaving with 20 
slaves and ten hostages. 

(MORE)
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You can pick, or I pick. Pull out a 
few pretty ones for me, fetch a 
nice price.

GAISERIC
Papa –

FATHER
You want to get your sister killed? 
What did I tell you? You’re always 
angry. You bite down on it, you 
never say anything.

GAISERIC
Until I can’t hold it in.

His sister is led away. 

EXT. ANOTHER TOWN SQUARE – DAY

German SOLDIERS are attacking a Roman town. Buildings burn. 
Roman prisoners. 

GERMAN
What’s this place? Adrianople?

SECOND GERMAN
Now it’s just one big burn mark 
where the Roman quarters used to 
be.

GERMAN
They slaughter, they steal and call 
it Empire. They make a wasteland 
and call it peace. You promised us 
food! Land to grow food on! You 
lied to us for the last time!

SECOND GERMAN
Don’t you believe it.

EXT. ANOTHER TOWN SQUARE - DAY

Romans retaliate by burning some alive in a church.

EXT. ANOTHER TOWN SQUARE – DAY

Poland. Gaiseric sees the LOCALS are nervous. A squad of 
Roman SOLDIERS holds a YOUNG MAN.

SOLDIER (CONT'D)
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GAISERIC
Any slaves here? I'm looking for a 
young woman. Her name used to be 
Avina.

LOCAL
Pushed it off til tomorrow. No 
slave girls today. Got a trial. And 
then the execution.

A soldier pushes the young man into the dirt, eyes a sword.

YOUNG MAN
I have something to say beforehand.

SOLDIER
Well, you won’t be saying anything 
after, I promise you.

SECOND SOLDIER
This is the most boring post on the 
frontier, let him speak.

YOUNG MAN
Other people, the Greeks, fight 
because there’s trouble at home, a 
revolt, a general kills a general, 
squabbling with neighbors or 
immigrants. But you people are 
highway bandits. Go to a country, 
rape the women, take the children 
as slaves, on to the next country. 
The size of your empire measures 
the pile of swag you stole.

The crowd get rowdy and begins throwing rocks. But not food. 

SOLDIER
Treason, mate.

SECOND SOLDIER
Not like we can kill him twice.

YOUNG MAN
Romans never make, they take. They 
banned the rich from getting into 
trade. So they steal. Celts make 
your knives, your barrels and soap, 
the Etruscans mine metal, Carthage 
built ships, made clothes, the 
food. All you make is roads so your 
armies can attack. 

(MORE)
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Romans didn’t build that army 
because they were in real danger, 
their plan was one gigantic crime. 
Slavery, everything the Romans did 
was a crime against other people.

SOLDIER
We founded the Republic, mate.

YOUNG MAN
Listen to the stories Romans tell 
about Romans. A man kills a king, 
throws his grandchildren in the 
woods to die. Boys grow up, one 
kills the other, and founds Rome, 
son of the god of war. Their town 
fills with criminals who can’t get 
women, they rape women from the 
next town. A king rapes a girl, and 
the republic is born. Their own 
stories. They ran out of easy 
countries to rob. All you had left 
was the tough nuts. Persia and 
Scotland. And us. The Germans. Your 
empire is hollowed out, we’re going 
to knock it over. We will bury you.

SOLDIER
Not today you won’t.

In an alley, Gaiseric and his brother GUNDERIC argue. 

GUNDERIC
The Danube. The other tribes have 
chased us up and down. I think 
we've been through this valley 
twice. When do we fight?

Gaiseric makes a circle with his arm. 

GAISERIC
Goths that way, Franks that way, 
Romans over there, and Huns to the 
East. Who do you want to fight? We 
need to run.

GUNDERIC
Even if we run, we'll still be 
fighting. We're farmers, we need to 
fight like all the tribes fight. 

YOUNG MAN (CONT'D)
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EXT. ANOTHER TOWN SQUARE – DAY

Poland. Gaiseric approaches the LOCALS who are herding SLAVES 
for an auction. SOLDIERS crucify a SLAVE.

GAISERIC
I’ve been to every town in the 
valley, I stop at every slave 
auction. My sister might still be 
in the valley. Avina.

SOLDIER
The punishment for slaves is the 
cross. Tough break for me, because 
I can’t leave until you die.

SLAVE
Tough break.

SOLDIER
It can take days to die up there, 
and I have a girl I want to see. So 
I can break your legs, so you can’t 
breathe, or I can stab you with a 
spear. How long do you want to live 
up there?

SLAVE
Spear, please.

He obliges.

SOLDIER
Most slaves die when you’re 
teenagers. Stole a few years from 
us. You Germans cut off our supply 
of slaves, and now we make you pay. 

Gaiseric approaches a slave pen. A nervous soldier glares.

GAISERIC
Don’t I know you people? How did 
you get here?

THE SLAVES
Kidnapped on a battlefield.
Kidnapped in a raid.
Raped.
Taken hostage.
Kidnapped by pirates.
Kidnapped in Africa.
Sold as a slave for the beds of 
soldiers and miners.
My father sold me to get a loan.

(MORE)
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I haven’t seen anyone who speaks my 
language since I was a baby.
A general invaded our province and 
sold all of us as slaves, thousands 
of us.
The emperor said we can’t be set 
free anymore.

One slave has a tattoo on his face.

THE SLAVES (CONT'D)
They tell me this says “runaway” 
but I can’t see it. They probably 
spelled it wrong. 
They tossed me out, I was old and 
sick, haven’t eaten in days.
My son was killed in the arena.
My daughter was tortured for 
spilling wine.

Gaiseric goes into an alley and smashes a wine amphora into 
another, shattering it.

GAISERIC
My father taught me to bite my 
tongue when I’m angry. I see the 
Romans at work, how do I even have 
a tongue left?

A local offers him a wooden cup of wine.

LOCAL
Are you old enough to drink wine 
straight out?

GAISERIC
I don’t understand Roman money.

LOCAL
Four sesterce to a denari. Sesterce 
gets you two loaves of bread or a 
pint of drinkable wine. Two 
thousand sesterce gets you that 
slave girl. Run before the owner 
sees the mess.

Gaiseric returns to the slave pen.

SOLDIER
I remember this town, used to be 
bigger. You know who came from 
here? Musa, a Roman slave girl. 
Augustus gave her to the king of 
Persia as a gift. 

THE SLAVES (CONT'D)

(MORE)
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She married the king, poisoned him, 
and ruled as queen along with her 
son. Ruler of Persia, a slave. None 
of you pigs should dare to dream of 
reaching for the stars like that. 
This is the real empire.

EXT. BATTLEFIELD - DAY

Germany. Bloody battle. Germans fight Germans, ROMANS watch.

ROMAN
So our whole front line is made up 
of German soldiers?

SECOND ROMAN
Of course. More dead Germans, more 
living Romans.

ROMAN
And we fight Germans out there.

SECOND ROMAN
That’s the beauty of it. Germans on 
Germans. Thins them out. We wiped 
out thousands of Visigoths in our 
own army under Theodosius.

ROMAN
And at least Germans can fight, 
Roman soldiers are worthless. 
Without the barbarians the frontier 
would collapse.

SECOND ROMAN
Half the army is barbarian. If we 
spend all day building an army of 
German men, spend all night raping 
German women and selling German 
children into slavery, you think 
we’re heading for trouble?

EXT. TOWN SQUARE – DAY

Poland. Gaiseric looks at the food in the market. A LOCAL 
assists.

GAISERIC
That picture on the grain sack.
It’s a girl?

SOLDIER (CONT'D)
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LOCAL
Circle for a head, triangle for a 
body, and two arms out.

GAISERIC
Like she’s surrendering.

LOCAL
In old Carthage they called her 
Tanit, goddess of fertility. When 
the Romans took Carthage they 
called her Juno Caelestis, kept the 
symbol to keep the locals happy.

GAISERIC
So these sacks of grain came from 
Carthage. Where is that, anyway?

LOCAL
Ever seen a map?

He produces one. 

GAISERIC
A what?

LOCAL
Picture of the world. The stuff 
that comes from the edge of the 
world, I sell at top price. 

GAISERIC
That’s the whole world?

LOCAL
There’s Rome, in the middle. They 
split the empire, west belongs to 
Rome, the east is Constantinople. 
Up here are all you Germans. Huns 
over there, but getting closer, 
aren’t they? The thing in the 
middle that looks like an elephant 
is the sea –

GAISERIC
All of that is water? What's an 
elephant?

LOCAL
And down here, Egypt, and Carthage. 
Where the grain came from.
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GAISERIC
Be easier to get grain from 
Carthage than from Egypt then.

LOCAL
You have the makings of a merchant.

GAISERIC
A merchant. I can count to ten and 
then the boots come off for eleven.

LOCAL
Ah.

GAISERIC
So if the Romans lose Carthage…

LOCAL
Western empire starves to death.

EXT. GAISERIC’S TOWN – DAY

Poland. Gaiseric with his father and brother Gunderic; they 
confer with tribal LEADERS.

FATHER
We need to head west, like all the 
tribes. Get away from the Danube.

LEADER
Too many tribes, it’s too 
dangerous. What about the east?

FATHER
You know what is happening in the 
east? Two armies. The Persians, 
warriors who beat the Romans. And 
the Huns. If Persia and the Huns 
are about to smash into each other 
out there, do you want to be 
anywhere nearby?

LEADER
But the other Germans out west –

FATHER
You know what else is out there? 
The beautiful fields of Gaul and 
Spain, even Italy. We go west and 
pray the Huns don’t follow.

LEADER
Who’s the boy?
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FATHER
My son Gaiseric, fourteen. His 
mother’s a slave but he’s smart as 
a whip, learning his Latin, better 
than me. A good thing, he’s 
crippled, fell off his horse.

GAISERIC
How will we find my sister?

FATHER
She’s gone. She's in Italy by now.

EXT. FIELD - DAY

Women and girls forage for food while soldiers including 
Gaiseric watch. CHILDREN help. GOTHS appear in the tree line. 

WOMAN
I think I found mushrooms that 
won't kill us. 

GAISERIC
Goths! Aren't you paying attention?

A young girl, SAMANILDE, looks around. 

SAMANILDE
Idiot, I didn't bring my sword. How 
do we arm ourselves? 

GAISERIC
We win! Go to the woods, cut 
yourself a nice fat tree branch, 
kill a Goth with it, take his 
sword. Glad I could help. 

SAMANILDE
Kill a Goth. Sure, no problem. 

A small skirmish breaks out. 

A Goth attacks Samanilde. She uses a branch as a shield. The 
Goth tries to chop it in two but it's too thick. She pokes 
his face, whacks his stomach to bend him over, and then a 
grand finale to the head. As he falls she picks up his sword. 

She looks up and sees Gaiseric with his sword out. 

GAISERIC
Good girl. 
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SAMANILDE
Thanks so much for the help. This 
is a piece of crap. Need to find a 
little man with a big sword. 

Skirmishing continues. She spots a new victim and attacks. 

GAISERIC
Crap. 

He follows. Limping, he struggles to keep up. 

GOTH
Look, brought the children along. 
Takes some slaves to the king!

SAMANILDE
Hey, you little monkeys! You know 
what they do to slaves!

The children whip out their knives and charge the Goths. The 
women follow with a sword, knives, tree branches. Gaiseric 
hobbles into the fray. The Goths run away. 

VANDAL
You gave all the children knives?

SAMANILDE
Better dead than a slave. 

She looks at the Goth she clubbed, still unconscious. 

GAISERIC
Kill him?

SAMANILDE
He's out cold. If he was a Roman 
I'd kill him, no problem. 

EXT. FOREST PATH – DAY

Germany. Thousands of Vandals file through the woods. 
Gaiseric hobbles through the mob to find Samanilde.

GAISERIC
Where’s that girl?

SAMANILDE
Are you Gaiseric? Son of the chief?

GAISERIC
You’re safe, then.
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SAMANILDE
The Goths are off killing somewhere 
else, we got lucky.

GAISERIC
You’re Samanilde. You have no 
family?

SAMANILDE
Long sad story. Romans. You’re not 
huddling in with your people?

GAISERIC
They’re afraid of me because my leg 
is lame. They think I’m cursed. How 
are your feet?

SAMANILDE
I’m freezing.

GAISERIC
There’s a fat tree there, block the 
wind, get us through the night.

SAMANILDE
You’re not going to start poking 
and prodding me?

GAISERIC
Hadn’t thought that far ahead. Just 
don’t want to freeze to death.

SAMANILDE
Go steal a blanket. Let’s go.

They huddle together.

SAMANILDE (CONT'D)
You don’t seem so angry now.

GAISERIC
It’s too exhausting.

SAMANILDE
That big river is frozen, I can’t 
believe it.

GAISERIC
I saw some soldiers walk across, 
steal some chickens.

SAMANILDE
So?
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GAISERIC
What if we all crossed the river, 
the whole tribe?

SAMANILDE
The Franks would kill us.

GAISERIC
Not if we all went at once. It 
won’t get any easier when the ice 
melts. You remind me of a girl.

SAMANILDE
Soldiers, a girl in every town.

GAISERIC
My sister. Avina.

SAMANILDE
What happened to her?

GAISERIC
The Romans.

EXT. RIVERSIDE - DAY

Massive crossing of the frozen Rhine by the Vandals. The 
father of Gaiseric and Gunderic leads the way. Thousands 
cross. Frankish soldiers begin to appear on the far bank.

GUNDERIC
It’s the Franks!

FATHER
Swarms of them.

GUNDERIC
We're not all across yet!

FATHER
That's why the soldiers go first. 

GUNDERIC
Who protects the women and 
children?

FATHER
The women and children. 

Massive battle. Father runs to the front of the battle line. 
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GUNDERIC
Only thing saved us, sun’s going 
down. They know how to swing an 
axe.

SOLDIER
We need to learn night fighting 
before they do. 

A girl runs up to Gunderic and Gaiseric.

GIRL
Gunderic!

GUNDERIC
Grab an axe, get to work!

GIRL
The Franks cornered your father, 
poked him to pieces at the edge of 
the wood.

GUNDERIC
You’re sure?

GIRL
He’s dead.

Soldiers circle around.

GUNDERIC
Right. We elect our kings, but –

SOLDIER
But we’re in the middle of a 
battle. I say Gunderic takes his 
father's place. 

A tense silence. Frankish soldiers approach warily.

GUNDERIC
Even the Franks want to know who 
our king is. Grab your kit and 
pound them!

Battle. Gaiseric makes eye contact with Samanilde. 

SAMANILDE
You hurt your leg. 

GAISERIC
I'm a cripple. Got to fight because 
I can't run. 
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SAMANILDE
I'll cover your back. 

GAISERIC
That's not pity, is it?

SAMANILDE
Sorry. No. 

GAISERIC
Back to back, you said. 

They turn back to back and fight off some hefty attackers. 

They rout the Franks.

GUNDERIC
Hey, soldier!

YOUNG SOLDIER
Sorry, Gunderic, your highness –

GUNDERIC
Oh stop. The one rule you can never 
break. You abandoned your shield.

YOUNG SOLDIER
They didn’t teach me, I’m a farmer. 
I grabbed a sword in each hand.

GUNDERIC
Did you kill any?

YOUNG SOLDIER
I stabbed seven. No idea if they're 
still breathing. 

GUNDERIC
Good boy. Find a shield and never 
drop it again. Where’s my brother? 
Watch your ass boy. Or do you want 
to challenge me for the crown? You 
never did have any patience.

GAISERIC
Of course not. 

GUNDERIC
You should think about being king. 
If the Franks pick me off, you may 
be in charge of the whole tribe.

GAISERIC
I’m not ready.
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GUNDERIC
Neither am I.

GAISERIC
Did you see his body?

GUNDERIC
It was bad. He wasn’t going to go 
down with one wound, was he?

GAISERIC
We’ll make a drinking song for him. 
How do we perform the funeral?

As the Vandals set up a night camp, Samanilde approaches.

SAMANILDE
Yes, I’m fine, no new holes. Spent 
an hour herding children, wrapping 
rags over their cuts. 

GAISERIC
Who are the dark folks?

SAMANILDE
Alans, from Persia. Great fighters, 
got me out of a jam before I found 
you. Are you under my tree again?

GAISERIC
I think you could persuade me. If 
we were back home, my family would 
talk to yours, they would argue 
about how many goats you’re worth.

SAMANILDE
Goats.

GAISERIC
We ask my brother's permission. He 
is king. If he wants the tribe to 
keep marching, I go too. If we get 
married, you march until my brother 
says we’re done. Like having two 
husbands who don’t listen.

SAMANILDE
Does he know where he’s going? How 
far? What if we want children?

GAISERIC
Right, this is just for you. I’m 
not the king, there are things I 
shouldn’t say.
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SAMANILDE
Control your temper.

GAISERIC
Not sure he knows where we’re 
going. But someday if he listens or 
if I become king, I know where to 
go.

SAMANILDE
Where?

GAISERIC
I can’t say. It’s like betraying my 
brother.

SAMANILDE
If we marry and then march, you 
need to see reason about how many 
children I can herd at a time. 
Alright? I hear women complaining. 
Those children are heavy when you 
never get to put them down. 

GAISERIC
Look at those arms. A Vandal girl 
can swing a sword like it's light 
as a reed. So all those nights we 
play around under the trees…

SAMANILDE
We have to be careful. When I say 
no, it’s no, I’m not going to 
wrestle with you. Don't make me put 
a hole in you. Alright?

GAISERIC
You drive a hard bargain.

SAMANILDE
Can you count to 28? I think this 
is a good night to get married.

GAISERIC
Alright then.

EXT. TOWN SQUARE - DAY

Gaul, Tolosa aka Toulouse. The Vandals smash in a city gate 
and enter Tolosa. They head to the market and begin devouring 
roasting chickens. Gaiseric finds sacks of Tanit grain.
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GAISERIC
Carthage. They have long arms here. 
Don’t kill anyone except Romans.

EXT. FIELD NEAR A MOUNTAIN RIDGE – DAY

Southern Gaul. The Vandals stare up at the mountains.

GUNDERIC
The Pyrenees. The worst mountains 
in the world. 

VANDAL
There are only one or two passes 
and they’re a mile up.

GUNDERIC
Or we just climb over to Spain.

VANDAL
With all those children and sheep? 
All that ice?

GUNDERIC
Or go around.

VANDAL
How many more days do we march?
Do we cross now in the cold, or 
wait until the floods?

GUNDERIC
The Visigoths are right behind us. 
We pick a path and get out of Gaul.

VANDAL
Over or around?

GUNDERIC
Around.

EXT. FIELD - DAY

Gaiseric, now 20, sees Gunderic meeting Roman soldiers. As 
Gunderic crosses to his brother, a massive cheer goes up. 

GAISERIC
This is why you should bring me 
along to these parleys. 

GUNDERIC
We only have one king. 
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GAISERIC
Do you see what they're doing?

GUNDERIC
They're giving us land. 

GAISERIC
They're giving us land at opposite 
ends of Spain. All our brothers in 
the Silingi, they go south while we 
stay up north, they split us up. 

GUNDERIC
Listen to me, boy. 

GAISERIC
It's a bad deal. They kill the 
other half of the tribe, then they 
kill us. Or the other way around. 

GUNDERIC
Word got out. Soon as the tribes 
heard they could stop marching, 
grow crops, build houses, they went 
insane. If I reject the deal, they 
slit my throat. And then yours. 

SAMANILDE
Gaiseric, mind your temper. I can 
see both sides. The Romans will 
betray us. But we need to stop 
marching and eat. And you're not 
the king. Are you?

EXT. TOWN SQUARE - DAY

Vandals, in a primitive but peaceful village, panic when 
farmers run to the square, bleeding. Gaiseric runs out to 
them and Gunderic follows. 

FARMER
Soldiers! A swarm of them! 

SECOND FARMER
Everyone get your knives before 
they get here! 

Panicked running in the square. 

GAISERIC
Brother, I warned you. 
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GUNDERIC
The Romans are coming for us. 

GAISERIC
Wrong both times. They hired the 
Visigoths to go after the rest of 
the Vandals, way down south. We 
were just on the way. And then 
they're coming back for us. 

GUNDERIC
There was a fight on the plain, a 
slaughter. Pull your swords and 
axes out of the barns, scrape off 
the rust. Defend the village. 

GAISERIC
We need to leave the village. 

GUNDERIC
We can't, no one will leave.

GAISERIC
They will once they see who's 
coming. Only reason we're alive, 
the Goths attacked the southern 
bunch first. Now they want to kill 
us. 

Samanilde approaches. 

GAISERIC (CONT'D)
I'm sorry. This was all a dream. 

SAMANILDE
I want a home. 

GAISERIC
We want a home somewhere else. I 
need to persuade him. 

SAMANILDE
I'll round up all the children. 

GAISERIC
And your sword. 

EXT. BATTLEFIELD - DAY

Spain. Gaiseric has killed some sort of large bird and is 
tending it obsessively as it roasts over a fire. 

VISIGOTHS emerge from the trees and howl. 
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GAISERIC
The bird will be done is a few 
minutes - oh never mind. Dammit!

Battle with the VISIGOTHS. Samanilde sees Gaiseric.

SAMANILDE
Hey boy, cover my backside!

GAISERIC
You cover mine!

SAMANILDE
They’re coming for me!

GAISERIC
They think you’re weak.

They draw swords, stand back to back, fighting off Visigoths.

A large Goth attacks Samanilde.

SAMANILDE
Boy! Got a hot one!

GAISERIC
Coming up your shield side!

Gaiseric turns right and stands on her left, taking a blow 
from the Goth. They attack the Goth; she trips him. Gaiseric 
sees her bloody face and stabs the Goth mercilessly, howling.

SAMANILDE
Gaiseric! Count to ten, the eight 
comes before the nine!

He stops.

SAMANILDE (CONT'D)
Plenty more of them to kill.

He looks at her.

GAISERIC
Any new holes?

SAMANILDE
I've got to check the children. 

The battle winds down; Gaiseric returns to his fire and finds 
his bird has flown. Gaiseric crosses to a wary Visigoth.

GAISERIC
Why do you keep chasing us? 
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VISIGOTH
We’re doing it because the Romans 
told us to.

GAISERIC
They want us to kill each other. 
They sent one of our own, Stilicho, 
to kill other Germans, then they 
killed him. They were positive he 
betrayed Rome, let us cross the 
Rhine, they cut his throat. Are you 
blind?

VISIGOTH
They promised us a big piece of 
Aquitaine if we kept pushing you.

GAISERIC
You believe the Romans?

VISIGOTH
Well, see you in the next one.

The Goth leaves. 

GAISERIC
All you lot, hit the dead bodies, 
take their swords for the next 
fight! The food, the money!

He approaches Samanilde.

SAMANILDE
Hey, boy!

GAISERIC
Hey, girl. Good job today.

SAMANILDE
Thank you, my prince. Tradition of 
the tribe. If you were to marry me, 
you need to give me a dowry.

GAISERIC
I have nothing. Nothing except a 
promise. A long march. And at the 
end of it, a home. Walls and a 
roof. A bed to make babies on.

SAMANILDE
A lot of talk.

GAISERIC
Right now it’s all I have.
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SAMANILDE
You promise me a home.

GAISERIC
Yeah. Did any of the children get 
killed, or taken?

SAMANILDE
Not this time. 

He points.

GAISERIC
Tradition of the tribe. Warm day, I 
love Spain, the parts that don’t 
have Goths all over. Men and women 
go down to the river together, for 
a bath. Quite a few young lads and 
girls down there already.

SAMANILDE
Do I smell that bad?

GAISERIC
I want to wash the blood off you.

SAMANILDE
You say the sweetest things.

EXT. FIELD – DAY

Spain. Gunderic surrounded by some exotic looking refugees, 
the ALANS. Some Vandals also approach. 

GUNDERIC
Who are these people again?

VANDAL
The Alans. Persian warriors, 
learned to lot by fighting the 
Huns. Mostly they learned it was 
time to run away from the Huns.

ALAN
The Vandals who went down south, 
Romans promised land and peace?

GUNDERIC
They're dead. 

ALAN
Most of them. Then they slaughtered 
us, they sent the Goths. 

(MORE)
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We can’t survive on our own, they 
have too many fighters. We want to 
offer you our crown.

GUNDERIC
Be your king? Don't really know 
you. What language do you speak? 
You don’t have some soldier who 
wants to be your king?

VANDAL
All hail Gunderic, king of the 
Vandals and…

ALAN
Alans.

GUNDERIC
The Vandals and the Alans.

ALAN
We even brought grain.

GAISERIC
Tanit grain. Carthage. Africa.

SECOND ALAN
We fought alongside the Vandals, 
but now you want him as your king?

GUNDERIC
When you make an alliance with Rome 
for a battle, you take the front, 
Romans take the back, they watch 
you die. With us, you can choose, 
the left or the right? And I will 
fight alongside you. Your king. 

GAISERIC
So they slaughtered the Vandals 
down south. This is what happens 
when you make deals with Rome. 
Let's get out of Spain. 

GUNDERIC
Boy, what the hell are you doing?

GAISERIC
Sorry. 

GUNDERIC
We'll talk later. 

More VANDALS approach, one a young GIRL.

ALAN (CONT'D)
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VANDAL
Some business for the king.

GUNDERIC
Yes, the rapist and the thief.

THIEF
Please –

GUNDERIC
You stole from people who have 
nothing.

VANDAL
String him up from a tree.

The Alans watch intently, and look at each other.

GUNDERIC
You’re banished from the tribe. You 
go steal from the Goths if you can.

THIEF
I’m sorry –

GUNDERIC
Be gone by morning. And the rapist. 
Every man thinks he is merciful. 
Today mercy means a quick death 
instead of a slow one. I don't 
leave a man for days to fear the 
knife, the rope, the cross. I don't 
torture him, I don't rape his 
daughter in front of him. 

RAPIST
Are you going to make me listen to 
a speech? Could you kill me first 
and then do the speech? 

Gunderic smiles. 

GUNDERIC
I hope I'm as clever when I say my 
final words. 

He nods. A soldier slits the prisoner’s throat.

GUNDERIC (CONT'D)
Pass the word to the new people. 
You touch the women, we leave you 
for the crows. You, girl, you okay?
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GIRL
I was a virgin, I wanted to marry. 

GUNDERIC
You will marry. Toss me a staff.

He draws a knife. A girl flings a staff to Gunderic.

GUNDERIC (CONT'D)
Help us with the sheep. You have a 
staff, to manage the sheep and the 
men. And you have my knife.

GIRL
I can’t take your –

GUNDERIC
I will do all I can, make you feel 
safe. Even here under the stars.

GIRL
Thank you. Sir.

EXT. FIELD - DAY

Spain. Samanilde giving birth. WOMEN shoo Gaiseric away.

WOMAN
Any Goths out there? We're busy. 

GAISERIC
She needs a doctor.

WOMAN
We have none.

GAISERIC
She needs milk, cheese, meat.

WOMAN
We ate most of the sheep in Gaul, 
ate the goats when we crossed the 
mountains. We fetch the food, we’re 
down to berries and mushrooms.

GAISERIC
Need to find big town with a mill, 
we’re wearing rags, our tunics are 
falling right off.
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WOMAN
A town of 200 to feed a tribe of 
100,000? Next time march us off to 
find land with grain all over it.

Gunderic approaches.

WOMAN (CONT'D)
We need to stop. Pregnant women, 
twisted ankles, sick children.

GUNDERIC
I’m not leaving anyone behind for 
the Goths to pick off.

WOMAN
We don’t abandon children.

SECOND WOMAN
My feet are bleeding.

WOMAN
Let’s stop and bury our dead. Or 
stack them, anyway.

The women leave Gaiseric with Samanilde and the baby AVINA.

SAMANILDE
Oh husband?

GAISERIC
The baby’s a screamer. All that 
blood, I was afraid.

SAMANILDE
You do know we’re done for a while?

GAISERIC
You're breaking it off with me?

SAMANILDE
I can carry a baby across Spain. 
But not if I’m pregnant with 
another. I just can’t.

GAISERIC
So we need to be careful.

SAMANILDE
You don’t understand. We can’t have 
another, until the first one can 
walk. I can’t carry two. You think 
I’m the only woman with a baby in 
this mob?
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GAISERIC
You tell me to mind my temper? 
Sleeping with you was how I did it.

SAMANILDE
Well, count to ten.

GAISERIC
It's not the same. 

SAMANILDE
Not for me either. 

EXT. BATTLEFIELD – DAY

Spain. Tarraco. A battle is about to begin.

GUNDERIC
So on our side, Vandals and Alans. 
Other side, Romans and Visigoths.

GAISERIC
There's a fair fight. Why are we 
fighting and not running?

GUNDERIC
Tired of running. They kicked our 
asses up between our shoulders in 
the last fight. I want blood on my 
sword. 

GAISERIC
I think running is exactly what we 
should do.

GUNDERIC
What?

GAISERIC
Pick a hundred fast runners and 
charge the Visigoth part of the 
line, there. Not me obviously. 
Let’s see how easily they panic.

In a few minutes, a tiny infantry charge causes a stampede in 
the Visigoth line.

GUNDERIC
It worked. Everybody, ignore the 
Visigoths and go hammer the Romans!

Massive ass kicking. Most of the enemy run, but a few 
Visigoths and Romans remain and approach. 
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GUNDERIC (CONT'D)
Are you serious?

VISIGOTH
You're the king, aren't you?

GUNDERIC
Come to surrender, then?

VISIGOTH
No, we want to join you. 

GUNDERIC
What?

GAISERIC
Let's hear him out. We want you 
boys because you're great fighters. 

He gestures to a gash on his arm. 

GAISERIC (CONT'D)
Why do you want us? You tried to 
deal with thieves by begging them 
to rob someone else's house. Have 
you learned your lesson? Or are you 
spies for...whoever the hell is the 
emperor now?

GUNDERIC
You trust them?

GAISERIC
It's a matter of how much. I don't 
trust anyone all the way.

GUNDERIC
Not even your king?

GAISERIC
You let the Romans split us in two 
and the other bunch got massacred. 

GUNDERIC
This bunch here, Romans. You can't 
be stupid enough to trust Romans. 

GAISERIC
People don't want to be part of the 
empire anymore. Romans, Goths, 
Alans. Building an army means 
trusting strangers. But keep an eye 
on them. 
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GUNDERIC
Never trust a Roman. ...Come on, we 
have boiled grasses for dinner. 

EXT. FIELD - NIGHT

Gunderic and Gaiseric confer, and find themselves surrounded 
by a group of armed SOLDIERS.

SOLDIER
Gunderic. We know you do your best. 

GUNDERIC
What do you want?

SOLDIER
We've had enough, mate. 

GUNDERIC
You want to do what?

SOLDIER
Go our own way. 

GUNDERIC
Where is that? Where will you go, 
that doesn't already have Germans 
or Romans all over it? We tried 
splitting up, they murdered us. 

SOLDIER
Where are you taking us?

GUNDERIC
What will you eat out there? We've 
picked Germany clean, Gaul, Spain. 
We figured out how to feed you for 
20 years out of thin air. I have a 
plan. You have no faith. 

SOLDIER
Tell us the plan.

GUNDERIC
If I tell you, you won't go. The 
Visigoths are right behind us. If 
you dash off berry-picking, they 
will pick you off, and then come 
for us. The only way we survive is 
by staying together. I have no 
choice. You have no choice. 
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GAISERIC
Go on back to your families. And no 
hard feelings. 

They glare at Gunderic and nod at Gaiseric. Gunderic notices. 

EXT. FIELD – NIGHT

Spain. Gaiseric’s little family under a tree.

GAISERIC
How is she? Is she sick?

SAMANILDE
My father named me Samanilde, 
warrior. No more warriors for me.

GAISERIC
Not even me?

SAMANILDE
Avina, the heir to all I have. I 
wanted to name her after your 
sister, you keep asking about her.

GAISERIC
I should just give up on her.

SAMANILDE
Avina’s daughters will be Liuva and 
Heva, love and life.

GAISERIC
No Brunhild battle maidens with 
their iron breast plates?

SAMANILDE
Gaiseric. When can we slow down?

GAISERIC
When Gunderic says we stop, we 
stop. The Goths won’t stop pushing 
us and they have the numbers.

SAMANILDE
The women want to stop. They don’t 
think he knows where he’s going.

GAISERIC
Keep it down. He just had some 
trouble with some of the men, too. 
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SAMANILDE
If they’re angry at him they’re 
angry at you.

GAISERIC
The blond hair, the blue eyes, 
she’s pure Vandal. If she was a boy 
she’d be a pure killer.

SAMANILDE
Who was that girl who had your back 
in that fight at Tarraco? That was 
me. Mama. 

EXT. OUTSIDE A WALLED CITY - DAY

Spain. Corduba. Vandals beat Romans. The Romans fight the 
Roman way, unlike Gunderic's earlier opponents. A river 
glistens nearby, and a shipwreck is on the bank.

GUNDERIC
We’re winning again.

GAISERIC
They aren't just sending Goths, 
these are actual Romans. They fight 
differently. They're frightened. 
This is serious. 

VANDAL
How are we supposed to beat the 
Romans today, Goths tomorrow…

GUNDERIC
Where’s that boy? Gaiseric!

GAISERIC
Sir!

GUNDERIC
Stop it. What on earth is that?

GAISERIC
It’s a ship. A broken ship.

GUNDERIC
How did it get here?

GAISERIC
That river is deep. The bottom is 
round so it won’t get stuck in 
shallow water. 

(MORE)
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The planks overlap so it doesn’t 
leak. What kind of wood bends like 
that?

GUNDERIC
Someday you build a ship, if we 
ever get to a safe place, and if 
you can find anyone in our tribe 
who’s ever seen a ship before.

Gaiseric sits by his wife and child.

SAMANILDE
I still don’t know you at all. You 
hate frills and luxury. Even when 
you have a chance to steal. 

GAISERIC
All the years sleeping under trees, 
I just need bread and beer and a 
woman.

SAMANILDE
You think a lot, you say nothing.

GAISERIC
When your brother is king, you need 
to bit your tongue every day.

SAMANILDE
But then you finally blow up when 
you’re angry.

GAISERIC
Years ago the Romans would send 
their legions out to kill us. 

SAMANILDE
Now they're back. 

GAISERIC
That was a small garrison. They 
can't send entire legions. The few 
legions they have are loaded with 
German troops.

SAMANILDE
They can't trust them to kill us. 

GAISERIC
Or to come back. 

SAMANILDE
Or they kill generals. 

GAISERIC (CONT'D)
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GAISERIC
And emperors. 

SAMANILDE
If the Romans can't trust their own 
armies…

GAISERIC
The empire will fall, won't it?

SAMANILDE
We should help things along. 

GAISERIC
So my wife, who hates marching 
anywhere, wants to march on Rome?

SAMANILDE
I'm like a Roman, I want to pay 
someone to do the killing for me. 

EXT. TOWN SQUARE - DAY

Spain. The Vandals besiege a church. A battle rages. 
Samanilde herds children, led by her daughter, Avina, eight. 

SAMANILDE
Avina, keep the children together, 
mind your brother. 

AVINA
Alright you little vermin, where 
are your knives? 

The children inspect their weapons. 

KID
Make a circle!

SECOND KID
Stab the Goths in their man parts!

AVINA
Here come two fat ones, follow me!

The children attack two large Visigoths and they go down.

AVINA (CONT'D)
Now, the chest!

KID
Flatten your blade, into the ribs!
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Slaughter. 

Avina ties a rag around the bleeding arm of a small child. 
Samanilde approaches and finds her son HUNERIC, five. 

SAMANILDE
Huneric!

KID
Battle's done, they ran away. 

HUNERIC
Mummy, I got lost. Which ones are 
the Visigoths?

SAMANILDE
If they attack, they're the enemy. 

HUNERIC
They're big. They run faster than 
Papa. 

Gunderic confers near a building. 

VANDAL
Why do we want the church?

GUNDERIC
The priest took all the food.

A spear pierces Gunderic. The Vandals circle around him. And 
then look at Gaiseric who is approaching. He takes a breath.

GAISERIC
My brother is dead. Anyone want to 
slug it out for the crown, now's 
the time, not as though I can run. 

Silence. 

VANDAL
His mother's a slave. So was he. 

GAISERIC
Until we're free of the Romans, 
we're all slaves. I will lead us 
out of here. I promise, we won’t 
wander forever. We need to keep 
going, Spain is dangerous. Someday 
soon, we will stop. I promise!

VANDAL
What do we do first?
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GAISERIC
Find the boys that killed my 
brother. Let’s go. Now!

The battle moves away from the town which the Goths want to 
protect, the intensity cools. Samanilde approaches Gaiseric. 

SAMANILDE
Gaiseric. 

GAISERIC
I can't see what's going on.

SAMANILDE
It's Avina.

GAISERIC
I can't do that now, I'm king, 
there's still fighting out there. 

SAMANILDE
I can't find her!

GAISERIC
She runs to the wood, she's afraid. 

SAMANILDE
Come with me! She's never afraid. 

GAISERIC
That's what I'm afraid of. 

They run into a little clump of trees, calling her name. 

Soon they see a Visigoth couple doing the same and draw 
swords. The fathers hold their hands chest high, palms down. 

GAISERIC (CONT'D)
Lost a girl. 

FATHER
Lost a boy. 

SAMANILDE
At least they're not Romans. 

FATHER
There's a creek down there. All the 
children play there, it's safe. 

SAMANILDE
Must be nice. 
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Four parents descend into a depression and find children 
playing at different points along a stream, each with a 
lizard. For a tense moment, each father has the child of the 
other. The children squabble. 

SAMANILDE (CONT'D)
Avina!

MOTHER
Sigi! 

The children separate. 

GAISERIC
What on earth is that thing?

FATHER
Look at its mouth, like a dragon. 

GAISERIC
Can't be, it only has one head. 

Samanilde nervously grabs her skirt. 

SAMANILDE
No lizards, set them free!

AVINA
Mama!

FATHER
Why on earth do you have your 
children out here, are you insane?

GAISERIC
You have some village nearby, yes? 

FATHER
Downstream from this creek. 

GAISERIC
We have no place. Our home is 
wherever we stop for the night. We 
have no food but what we steal or 
hunt. 

FATHER
We have no food, crop's not in. And 
we have guards around the market. 

GAISERIC
We have nowhere to put our 
children, no home to send them to 
and no nursemaids to watch them. 
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FATHER
So you take them to the battle?

GAISERIC
Every child who can walk has a 
knife, cut your balls off. 

FATHER
I'll keep that in mind. 

GAISERIC
We keep an eye on the girls. Men 
like you are on the battlefield. 

FATHER
That's the Romans, not us. 

GAISERIC
These children never knew a world 
where someone protects them. Some 
of them grow up like this. Someday 
we'll teach them to just go play. 

FATHER
My boy wandered away from our hut. 
We are just defending ourselves. 

GAISERIC
You were hunting us. This must be 
the land the Romans bribed you 
with. We're going to Africa. You 
can't have it. 

FATHER
You're welcome to it. You know they 
have tribes there? Savages. 

GAISERIC
Savages like you. Samanilde? Let's 
find where the mob wandered off to. 

The parents nod to each other. The Vandal family returns to 
their camp. Vandals surround their new king. 

VANDAL
Got your girl? Sir?

GAISERIC
Yeah. 

VANDAL
We salute new kings with wine, 
we'll have to steal some. 
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GAISERIC
Sick of stealing everything. 

VANDAL
We steal to live. Romans steal 
because they like it. You're in 
charge, what next? Fight the Goths 
again?

GAISERIC
It's stupid. We're leaving Spain. 

They return to their camp. Samanilde checks on her baby boy. 

SAMANILDE
Right, King of the Valley, it's 
your round to carry the baby. 

GAISERIC
It's your turn.

SAMANILDE
Hey, who do you think put that baby 
in me? Think I've been playing 
around with the soldiers? This is 
on you, your highness. 

GAISERIC
Brought me right down to earth. 

EXT. TOWN SQUARE – DAY

Southern Spain. Gaiseric, now 40, and Samanilde approach a 
SHIP CAPTAIN near a shop. In the distance, ships in a bay.

GAISERIC
This is Carteia. Look, Tanit grain. 
Africa is over the sea, eight miles 
of open water. Right, captain?

CAPTAIN
I don’t want any trouble.

GAISERIC
I’m afraid I’m going to cause a lot 
of trouble, for all the captains 
with the big ships like this one.

CAPTAIN
Why the big ones?
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GAISERIC
I need to move people to Africa. 
How many people can you cram into 
that ship for a short journey?

CAPTAIN
Six hundred, pack em tight, short 
trip. How many people do you have?

GAISERIC
They’re over that hill. Eighty 
thousand. And sheep and pigs. 
Breeding stock to replace all the 
meat we ate. 

CAPTAIN
Bleeding Jove -

GAISERIC
So, a hundred, two hundred trips, 
it will take every captain in port, 
it will take weeks.

CAPTAIN
We can’t do it –

GAISERIC
Either you take us across, or we 
set up camp right here, all along 
your coast, eat you out of your own 
barns, then the Goths come. 

CAPTAIN
Let me talk to the boys.

GAISERIC
Explain to me how you put the boats 
together. How does that rudder 
work? When do you raise the sails?

CAPTAIN
You want to learn it all in a day?

GAISERIC
We’ve never seen boats before.

CAPTAIN
First lesson, tell them to vomit 
over the rail. They foul my decks, 
I kill em.

Some VISIGOTH troops arrive. VANDALS pull out swords. 
Gaiseric approaches.
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SAMANILDE
Sweet, count to ten.

GAISERIC
Gunderic is dead, you killed him. 
You're dealing with Gaiseric, king 
of all the Vandals and the Alans. 

VISIGOTH
Who?

GAISERIC
Alans, I think they're Parthians. 
This is where you stop, or we will 
stop you. You keep chasing us, it 
is war to the knife. You take 
hostages, war to the knife, until 
every Visigoth is dead.

VISIGOTH
What are you doing down here?

GAISERIC
We’re crossing the sea.

VISIGOTH
Who is?

GAISERIC
The whole tribe. You do not follow. 
If we see a single Goth in Africa, 
we kill you all. I don’t care what 
promises you made with the Romans 
to kill us.

VISIGOTH
What could you possibly want with 
Africa?

EXT. FIELD OUTSIDE A SMALL TOWN - DAY

The tribe rolls into a fallow field surrounded by grain. 

GAISERIC
Our last stop in Spain. Rich town, 
they have their harvest in.

SAMANILDE
Let’s get in and sell tools to them 
before the Romans take everything.

A baby rides a very carefully crafted saddle on a donkey as 
her mother watches.
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In a wood, small children break up firewood which normal 
children wouldn’t be able to manage and heft heavy logs.

Girls herd sheep in a field and hunt deer with arrows in the 
woods while boys attack slower game with spears.

An old woman sets up a small lean-to tent and rests.

The Vandals quickly and efficiently set up a market fair. 
Rows of blankets. Women sell wool, wood crafts.

A tinker repairs a sword.

A fortune teller rolls animal bones.

A man argues with a farmer over a horse.

A girl dances in front of a hat filled with coins; a man 
grabs her arm and gets punched. Local women eye the girl. 

A LOCAL approaches.

LOCAL
You people stay two days and rest. 
Any longer and you drain our town 
dry, we’re poor people.

GAISERIC
Two days.

LOCAL
You sell slaves for harvest?

GAISERIC
You can hire our people by the day. 
We don't sell children. Or women.

SAMANILDE
Gaiseric, you keep those slavers 
away from my girl!

Vandal women begin preparing the tribe for dinner and sleep. 

WOMAN
Start a fire and I’ll make the flat 
loaf and the stew.

SECOND WOMAN
What’s in the stew?

WOMAN
Whatever you bring. Take Hilda, she 
can tell the herbs from the 
poisons. You and your mushrooms.
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SECOND WOMAN
We'll see if there’s a creek down 
there, we need water.

THIRD WOMAN
What is this pepper? Every time we 
go to a new country, you find new 
vegetables, I crap in the woods.

A teenage girl approaches.

GIRL
Can you take a look at my foot?

WOMAN
We need a day off the march. Milk 
sheep and goats for the children. 
You’ve had your blood two years, 
you’re fifteen? You need a husband.

The girl watches Gaiseric. Samanilde smiles at him.

SAMANILDE
Gaiseric is my man, you steer 
clear! Husband, give me the 
blanket, I will bed down the baby.

Tribal elders, the GAFFERS, hold a prisoner. 

GAFFER
He’s a Visigoth, I saw him at that 
battle near the walled town.

SECOND GAFFER
He’s a spy for the Romans.

GAFFER
Well, who wants the honors?

A sword emerges. Dead spy.

GAISERIC
All you gaffers, gather round. 
We’re not Romans, I don’t give 
commands to the tribe.

GAFFER
We raised you, we don’t take 
orders. Never take on a gaffer when 
he still has teeth.

GAISERIC
I wanted you to see the spy.
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GAFFER
We know they’re spying on us.

GAISERIC
This is why I never told you the 
plan.

GAFFER
I don’t believe you have a plan.

GAISERIC
We’re going to a place where we can 
stop wandering forever, there are 
mountains of food.

GAFFER
And you’ve never seen it.

GAISERIC
This is a place where we can gain 
the upper hand over the Goths, even 
the Romans.

GAFFER
It sounds too good to be true.

GAISERIC
There’s a catch. It’s a long way.

GAFFER
And you won’t say where.

GAISERIC
If the spies hear where we’re 
going, it’s ruined. We’re doomed.

GAFFER
And only you know where it is.

GAISERIC
I haven’t even told my wife, she’s 
asked a dozen times.

GAFFER
You said no to the girl with that 
knife? Samanilde?

SECOND GAFFER
Boy’s got a death wish.

GAISERIC
Some king I am, can’t control the 
gaffers, can’t control my wife.
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GAFFER
And now you got a daughter. She 
burns like a flame.

GAISERIC
Here's a hint. Africa. Over there. 

GAFFER
Well, I'm relieved, how about you?

EXT. FIELD – DAY

Africa. It’s not desert, the fields are very fertile. But 
it’s hot. Gaiseric deals with an irritated wife and daughter.

SAMANILDE
This sun is blazing hot, we need to 
stop. Start first thing tomorrow, 
when it’s dark. The never-ending 
march. 

GAISERIC
Yes, we’ve been wandering twenty 
years. I promise, I will not keep 
us out here for another twenty. 
We’re going to a special spot, a 
perfect place. And then we stop and 
we fight, to defend what’s ours.

SAMANILDE
Ours? Who has it now?

GAISERIC
The Romans. They’re thieves. So we 
rob the robbers. 

SAMANILDE
How far away is this magic place?

GAISERIC
Just a few inches away on the map.

In the hills to the south, Berber tribesmen are backlit by 
the sun.

SAMANILDE
Look up in the mountains.

GAISERIC
I’ve never seen anything like it.

SAMANILDE
Tribes. With spears.
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He walks toward them and points with his left arm. A 
tribesman points in the same direction. Then waves a cutlass.

GAISERIC
Mountains are filled with Berbers 
and past that is the desert. I was 
right. We keep going east.

SAMANILDE
Is it like this all the way there?

GAISERIC
If they fight the Vandals once, 
they’ll never try it again. If I 
told you where we were going, you 
would all stop walking.

An old SOLDIER approaches Gaiseric.

GAISERIC (CONT'D)
Those old ruins, Alexander didn’t 
come here, did he?

SOLDIER
He had the sense to stop at Libya.

GAISERIC
I feel another lesson coming on.

SOLDIER
Alexander, a bit overrated by the 
writers. The whole point of his war 
was beating up the Persians. Darius 
was the Persian ruler, started as 
this sad little postmaster, manage 
the mail. Some politician poisoned 
all the other politicians who 
wanted to be king and the 
postmaster was who was left. 

GAISERIC
So he stumbled into the job, like 
half of the emperors we've seen. 

SOLDIER
Alexander invades Persia, time 
after time Darius runs away from 
the battle or he doesn’t show up to 
fight at all. That’s the general 
who made Alexander’s victories.

GAISERIC
The lesson here?
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SOLDIER
Alexander got lucky. But he didn’t 
know when to stop. He took his army 
to India. His soldiers revolted,  
said we’re not going any further. 
They want to rest, to be with their 
wives and children. And then he 
died mysteriously, he was only 32.

GAISERIC
Poison?

SOLDIER
Gaiseric, the boys like you today. 
They don’t argue with your orders.

GAISERIC
I frighten them.

SOLDIER
Do you know where you’re going?

GAISERIC
So you're their spokesman? We’re 
going where the wheat fields are.

SOLDIER
And then we stop?

GAISERIC
And then we stop. I promise.

EXT. FIELD - DAY

Avina has straggled away from the Vandal horde and Samanilde 
goes off to find her. 

Four Berbers come down from a hill toward Avina. Samanilde 
draws her sword. Avina draws her knife and screams, not a 
frightened scream but a scream that is clearly a threat to 
their man parts. They take the hint and leave. 

SAMANILDE
Never afraid, are you?

AVINA
Not afraid to die, people die every 
day. I'm afraid they will take me 
away from you. 
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SAMANILDE
How many years old will you be, 
when you start telling me you're 
going to run off on an adventure?

AVINA
I see new things and I want to go 
off on a wander. 

SAMANILDE
You get that from your father. I 
find you both exhausting. 

AVINA
There's no food to steal here. 

SAMANILDE
But look at all the grain fields. 
Papa brought us to the right place. 

AVINA
If we could just get him to stop. 

SAMANILDE
Thank you for minding your brother. 

AVINA
He made X's in the sand. With his 
pee. Just to show off. Boys are 
disgusting. 

SCENE. CITY CHURCH - NIGHT

Africa. Gaiseric does some reconnaissance in the city of 
Hippo Regius and finds Saint AUGUSTINE. Scarf over his face. 

GAISERIC
Augustine. I need to bring teachers 
into the cities I liberate.

AUGUSTINE
You mean to sack Hippo Regius.

GAISERIC
Liberate. And you’re already here. 
You’re a Berber but you speak 
excellent Latin.

AUGUSTINE
Cicero. Best teacher you can find. 

GAISERIC
Your kind don’t have wives?
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AUGUSTINE
I was in love with a concubine when 
I was young, my mother broke us up 
and arranged a marriage with an 
eleven year old. Gave up on women.

GAISERIC
You wrote that man was cursed with 
original sin, the urge for crime 
and lust.

AUGUSTINE
As I know too well.

GAISERIC
And you say it is a just thing to 
make war? Romans must adore you.

AUGUSTINE
And aren’t you a warrior?

GAISERIC
You wrote City Of God to console 
Christians after Germans sacked 
Rome. Do you side with Romans over 
Germans? You love women but you 
think it’s a sin, you love war but 
only when the Romans do it? I’ve 
spent twenty years running from 
Romans who love war. Now we stop 
running and start fighting Romans, 
not their Visigoth puppets. I don’t 
care what your God wants.

AUGUSTINE
But God cares.

GAISERIC
You come, teach our children. Let 
them think for themselves.

AUGUSTINE
We discourage that.

GAISERIC
But I don’t. 

AUGUSTINE
You stay here? Hippo Regius?

GAISERIC
No. Just passing through. 
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EXT. CITY TOWER - NIGHT

Hippo Regius. Shot of Augustine watching the Vandals from a 
high window and then praying.

EXT. OUTSIDE SIDE WALLS - DAY

Hippo Regius. Vandals preparing an assault. 

SAMANILDE
Nice thing about a siege. We stop 
marching, rest our feet in the sea. 

GAISERIC
Eat like pigs, fatten the children. 

SAMANILDE
The wheat fields. We could feed the 
world.

GAISERIC
There’s more to the east.

SAMANILDE
Can we starve them out? Do they 
have a granary inside?

GAISERIC
I didn't see one. They were 
bringing food in by ship, but their 
general sailed off to get more 
soldiers for their walls.

SAMANILDE
So if we can hammer our way through 
the walls before they get back –

GAISERIC
We own the city and all the grain.

SAMANILDE
Gaiseric. I see it all now. 

She hugs him. 

Massive infantry attack.

GAISERIC
Everybody move! Faster!
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EXT. ATOP CITY WALLS – DAY

Hippo Regius. Gaiseric and an old soldier chat.

GAISERIC
You saw how much better our 
soldiers got? When we began we were 
farmers. Twenty years fighting, 
weak soldiers got killed off, the 
stupid, the unlucky. The ones still 
standing, they see the enemy and 
they're lined up before I give the 
order. Born killers. 

SOLDIER
Tired killers. We walked around 
most of the known world, you want 
to keep going til we circle back to 
the Danube? Because I’m not going.

GAISERIC
Very funny.

SOLDIER
Not really joking. Your highness.

GAISERIC
So you want to be king now?

SOLDIER
Count to ten. It’s just you and me. 
A king who doesn’t listen to 
anybody is in a fix. Alright? 

Vandals on the walls see Romans coming, and go thrash them.

In the chaos, part of Hippo catches fire.

EXT. CITY STREET – DAY

Hippo Regius. Gaiseric finds burning buildings.

GAISERIC
That’s Augustine’s library. Put out 
that fire, save that building.

SOLDIER
Who’s Augustine?

GAISERIC
I’m not sure how smart he is as a 
teacher, but I want all his books.
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SECOND SOLDIER
Augustine, the old man? He died. 

GAISERIC
Did we do it?

SECOND SOLDIER
He was 70 or 80. He was just old. 

INT. ROMAN VILLA – NIGHT

Hippo Regius. Gaiseric, wife, daughter, and son HUNERIC, a 
boy of 13, await Roman OFFICERS.

HUNERIC
Never met a Roman general before.

GAISERIC
Romans built an empire with armies, 
it was the armies that wrecked the 
thing. A general built up the army, 
bringing poor boys to enlist, so 
they were loyal to the general, not 
to Rome. Soon every general thinks 
he’s an emperor. Augustus created 
the Praetorian Guards, and they 
were loyal to him only. 

HUNERIC
And then you have one emperor 
killing another and then another.

GAISERIC
They made their rulers learn their 
trade in the army, spent years in 
the provinces pillaging, it taught 
their leaders that stealing and 
crime were prime Roman virtues.

SAMANILDE
We’re letting thieves and murderers 
into our camp.

GAISERIC
Swords and knives.

The officers enter. Gaiseric glares at the ROMAN, armed. 
Samanilde watches him warily.

GAISERIC (CONT'D)
You lads spent 400 years trying to 
kill us, you never figured out how 
to control Germany. 

(MORE)
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We've been on the road 20 years, we 
have an army of children who 
started fighting in battle when 
they were five. They learn fast. 
You should quit while you’re 
behind.

ROMAN
In addition to the other terms, 
your Vandal troops stay in Hippo 
Regius? You won’t go to Carthage? 

GAISERIC
It’s 200 miles away, why on earth 
would I do that?

ROMAN
You already know how far Carthage 
is?

GAISERIC
I will send my son Huneric to Rome 
as a hostage.

Samanilde freezes. 

HUNERIC
As a pawn you mean.

GAISERIC
You took Arminius hostage, he 
switched sides and destroyed three 
legions. I’m hearing scary things 
about that Ostrogoth general, 
another hostage who doesn’t know 
what he promised to whom. Keep my 
boy alive, your lives depend on it. 
The city of Rome depends on it. 

ROMAN
Lot of tall talk. Pity we can't 
measure, see if you can back it up. 

GAISERIC
(to the boy)

When you get there, propose 
marriage to the emperor's daughter. 
I promise, they won't lay a finger 
on you. Learn what’s going on in 
Rome, report back to me.

Mother hugs son. A glare from Huneric as he is taken away.

GAISERIC (CONT'D)
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SAMANILDE
You gave away my son. The boy I 
gave you. You didn’t even look in 
my direction when you did it.

GAISERIC
I'm the king. I have 100,000 
children, not two. Samanilde, they 
never harm the hostages –

SAMANILDE
Don’t even try! How long is he 
gone?

GAISERIC
Until I fix this.

SAMANILDE
If anything happens, you won’t need 
to fix it! The gods will carry you 
to the hall of warriors, while you 
wonder why there’s a hole in your 
chest. I promise.

GAISERIC
Politics is deal making, you can’t 
make deals with people who can’t be 
trusted. They know I'm serious 
about my son, but Carthage is 
another thing. We have more ground 
to cover. I lied to the Romans. 

SAMANILDE
You're making us march again?

GAISERIC
The last march. Carthage really is 
only 200 miles away. It’s so close.

SAMANILDE
Why can’t we stay here?

GAISERIC
You’ll see. We’re on the road 
tomorrow. Avina is fifteen. Where 
we’re going, a lot of Romans. Does 
she know how to use her knife?

SAMANILDE
I will protect my daughter. Not 
you. Gaiseric, I’m at my limit. Do 
you understand?
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GAISERIC
Wake me in the morning. I'll be 
under that ugly oak tree. 

SAMANILDE
There are wildcats out there. 

GAISERIC
They run when they see me coming. 
Or are you rooting for the cats 
now?

EXT. BATTLEFIELD - DAY

Outside Carthage. Romans and Vandals slaughter each other in 
a tiny valley but it's a small battle. Samanilde and Avina 
have each other’s backs.

VANDAL
Are we going to have another battle 
tomorrow?

GAISERIC
Who here has been paying attention? 
The Romans paid the Goths to attack 
us, the Vandals. Then they paid the 
Huns to attack the Burgundians. Now 
they think they finished us off, 
they're trying to get the Goths and 
the Huns to fight each other. You 
know why? Because they think we're 
stupid! We're savages! They left us 
for dead. Do I look dead to you?

VANDAL
We'd rather fight than march. We've 
had it. 

GAISERIC
Well, this is where we stop. 

Samanilde climbs a rise, sees the massive city and the lakes, 
cries. Avina, bloody, and Gaiseric follow. He is now 50. 

GAISERIC (CONT'D)
The Romans barely put up a fight. 
As battles go it was disappointing.  

AVINA
You said Papa was insane. I think 
he’s on to something here.
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SAMANILDE
I just wanted a little wood house, 
this is fit for an empress.

GAISERIC
I promised. Pick a house. 

SAMANILDE
How about that big round one?

GAISERIC
That's the hippodrome. 

SAMANILDE
We can have races in the yard?

GAISERIC
Is that your blood or the Romans?

Avina touches a gash on her arm. 

AVINA
Romans. Except for that one. 

GAISERIC
Here we stop. We rebuild, schools, 
factories, libraries. Send word to 
every corner of the empire, poets, 
scientists, we will be the patrons 
of learning, like the Greeks used 
to do. The people who are terrified 
of the Romans, come to us.

SAMANILDE
What’s all that roaring?

AVINA
Locals watching the horse races.

GAISERIC
Next we go after Sicily, Malta, 
Corsica, Sardinia, start raiding 
the Italian coast.

SAMANILDE
Gaiseric, you promised!

GAISERIC
Not all of us, just a band of 
raiders. All races want revenge. 
Now we get ours. The real surprise 
is not in the city down there. Look 
behind you.
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Miles of black soil and wheat. 

SAMANILDE
Look south, that black soil, so 
rich you can smell it, we can grow 
anything here. They say there are a 
lot of horrible storms here.

AVINA
Pull the ships into that harbor. 
And the rain will be perfect for 
the crops. We can feed the world.

GAISERIC
And that’s why we’re here. Wife. 
Look down. The grain that feeds 
Rome comes from those ships. We 
stop the grain and Rome falls. I 
decide how long the empire 
survives.

SAMANILDE
You didn't tell me a thing!

GAISERIC
You didn't need to know. 

SAMANILDE
I'm your wife!

GAISERIC
I'm the king. Fair play to you, you 
didn't know I would become king 
when you married me. You rolled the 
dice well, didn't you?

SAMANILDE
The Romans. You going to cut them 
off, starve them out?

GAISERIC
Rome can have all the grain they 
can pay for. At my price.

SAMANILDE
Can’t the Romans just get their 
grain from Egypt again?

GAISERIC
Rome doesn’t want Egyptian grain, 
they want our grain.
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INT. A SMALL HOME - DAY

An heavy African woman named MARIAM enters. Gaiseric smiles. 
Avina, transformed by a wash, a comb and a dress. is wary. 

GAISERIC
Meet Mariam. She is not a slave, 
she doesn't clean up after you. She 
will teach you to live in a city. 

MARIAM
Right. Pull the stool up to the 
table. 

AVINA
What's a stool? That's the table? 
My Latin is a bit slow. 

Mariam demonstrates. 

MARIAM
Poor people sit. Rich people lay on 
couches and slaves serve them. 

AVINA
We're not rich, are we?

MARIAM
You own the biggest city in Africa. 

AVINA
Papa goes about slaves. 

MARIAM
In the city, you don't eat like a 
hog. Take your spoon. 

AVINA
What is there to know? You steal a 
chicken, rip out its guts, put it 
over a fire, you eat it, you shit. 

MARIAM
There are many things you don't 
talk about at dinner. Shit is one. 
Boys are another. 

AVINA
My favorite subject. 

MARIAM
You don't break wind and you don't 
belch. And no spitting. 
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AVINA
This isn't going to be any fun. 

MARIAM
Don't get the sauce on your face or 
your tunic or the table or the 
floor. Straight in your mouth. 

AVINA
The knife, that one I know. 

She looks at Mariam. 

AVINA (CONT'D)
My father hits my brother when he 
doesn't don't treat women with 
respect. Me too. 

MARIAM
Just spit it out. 

AVINA
Do you need a doctor? Did you catch 
some sort of…

MARIAM
I'm a big woman, I like my food. 

AVINA
That's what happens when you eat a 
lot? Our people are skin in bones. 

MARIAM
And cold and tired, out in those 
fields. How frightened you must 
have been. You're home now. If only 
you could see yourself. 

AVINA
It's just a new dress, the old one 
was a rag. That thing for the hair -

MARIAM
It's a comb. 

AVINA
I found enough fleas in my hair for 
an insect army. 

MARIAM
Use the soap for your smelly bits. 
Take a bath once a month whether 
you need it or not. Scrape off the 
dirt. 
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AVINA
There's this hole you pee into.
Girl isn't safe peeing in the 
woods, that's why my brother took 
me. 

MARIAM
Girl, where did you get the scars?

AVINA
Mostly Visigoths. Dead Visigoths. 
If we don't need to march or fight 
or steal anymore, what do we do?

MARIAM
A hundred people will tell you who 
to marry, make babies with. It will 
be exhausting. 

AVINA
I will make my own choice. 

MARIAM
We'll see what your father says. 

EXT. DOCKS - DAY

Vandals gather around Gaiseric and Samanilde. He points.

GAISERIC
Rome is right there, the current 
takes our ships right into them. 
Egypt is a thousand-mile journey, 
fighting the current the whole 
time, it can take months. Rome 
needs our grain, not theirs. Once 
we sell them grain, I take their 
money and I build more ships.

VANDAL
We don’t know how to build ships, 
we’re Germans, we hunt in the 
woods.

GAISERIC
The Romans found a Carthaginian 
warship. A builder had marked the 
wooden parts. Every plank, every 
crosspiece had a mark. The Romans 
took apart a ship and figured out 
how they did it. 

(MORE)
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Their builders built ships from a 
page of instructions, like a recipe 
for fish stew. They build 120 
warships in two months, an entire 
navy. They sailed out to destroy 
the enemy.

SAMANILDE
Carthaginians must have thought 
they were seeing double, their own 
ships.

AVINA
And the Romans won.

SAMANILDE
So even their victories at sea were 
based on stolen kit.

GAISERIC
If the Romans can build a fleet, we 
can too. They're takers, we're 
makers. They build a fleet to 
attack Carthage, we will return the 
favor, build one and destroy Rome. 

VANDAL
More trouble than it’s worth.

GAISERIC
Listen, all of you. The last time 
Rome was afraid of Carthage, they 
smashed this city to the ground 
like an earthquake. Now, we're 
threatening their food. They will 
come with the biggest fleet that 
ever put to sea, to destroy this 
city again. Kill the men. Take your 
wives, your daughters, as slaves, 
to be raped, to be killed. Just 
like the first time. They are 
coming. So get ready.

SAMANILDE
You left something out. 

GAISERIC
The boy. He made the proposal to 
the princess. I'll get him back. I 
promise. 

GAISERIC (CONT'D)
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EXT. MASSIVE CITY SQUARE - DAY

Carthage. In the main marketplace, farmers wheel in produce. 
Gaiseric and Samanilde watch the action.

Women are in awe of the clothes and fabrics out on tables.

Kids run into five-story apartment buildings, the insulae, 
and gawk at the indoor toilets.

Kids gawk at the temples.

Sailors gather at a popina, a bar, drinking, gambling, 
eating, chatting up women.

A small crowd watches gladiators fight in a forum.

SAMANILDE
There must be seven hundred 
thousand people just in the city.

GAISERIC
My job to take care of them all. 
The word has spread across Africa 
and the islands, they want to come 
here, now that the Romans are gone. 

SAMANILDE
They’re afraid and they know we 
have food.

GAISERIC
Let them all in, fatten up all 
those skinny children. Get them 
into schools so they can read.

SAMANILDE
People of all colors in this city. 
Africans, Alans, Goths, Romans.

GAISERIC
Watch them. Can’t trust the Romans.

SAMANILDE
People down the docks are thrilled 
to see us. They would be even more 
thrilled if we punish the rich 
landowners. The tribes never 
allowed a few men to take all the 
land. 

GAISERIC
If I crack down, the rich boys will 
try to poison me. 
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SAMANILDE
I wouldn't accept any wine as a 
gift for a while. 

LOCAL
You speak Latin. We were expecting - 

GAISERIC
You were expecting monkeys with 
spears. All along this coast there 
are two million of you. I have to 
manage it all with fifteen thousand 
soldiers and they're all tired. 
We're going to have to get along. 

LOCAL
Good to hear. 

Blue-clad TUAREG tribesmen approach as Samanilde scans the 
crowd. 

SAMANILDE
We’re Germans, we’re pink and red 
like pigs, we burn in this desert. 
All these damn Romans –

GAISERIC
They ran from the empire, they hate 
the Romans. They're on our side. 

SAMANILDE
Germans, Africans, who are these 
tribesmen in the blue?

GAISERIC
Tuaregs from the desert. Wanderers 
like us. Good traders, don’t try to 
cheat them. We invite everyone to 
our city.

TUAREG
We’re not really wanderers like 
you, we don’t go far. We have 
summer fields and down the valley 
we have winter fields.

GAISERIC
We came 3000 miles, it took us 
thirty years. My children are 
afraid to sleep in a house, they 
grew up on the march.

SAMANILDE
They were conceived on the march.
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GAISERIC
Sama!

SAMANILDE
Under an oak tree, both times. 
Every time I go near an oak the 
tree spirits give me the flutters.

GAISERIC
Don’t start, not now!

INT. ROMAN BATHHOUSE - DAY

Carthage. Men and women slide into a massive public bath.

EXT. BEACH - NIGHT

Gaiseric and Samanilde wade in the water. They come out and 
stand in tall grass. She wraps herself around him. 

SAMANILDE
That salt water is magic. I feel 
like a teenager in my knees, and a 
couple of other places. 

GAISERIC
Lay down in this grass. 

SAMANILDE
I'll to be on you so long you'll 
start walking straight again. 

GAISERIC
Take pity on an old man. Or I'll be 
on you. 

EXT. ATOP AN APARTMENT BUILDING - DAY

Carthage. Gaiseric painfully climbs to the top of an insulae 
and looks out at the bay. Avina follows.

GAISERIC
Avina. We’re free. The whole world 
knows your brother is here. Just 
jump in a boat and find us.

AVINA
I'm right here. 
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GAISERIC
I'm talking to your aunt. My 
sister.

AVINA
You think about what they might 
have done to your sister? 

GAISERIC
I don't have to imagine. I've seen 
what their soldiers do to girls. To 
slaves. Is she trying to find a 
ship?

AVINA
Old Carthage was here for a 
thousand years. They say the 
Trojans came here.

GAISERIC
No, these people came from further 
east, their language is like the 
Jews in Judea. They owned the sea. 
They learned how to make things, 
trade them, great farmers, a 
sensible court so no king could run 
out of control. They were all about 
their ships and trading.

AVINA
Then the Romans ruined it.

GAISERIC
Old Carthage signed treaties with 
Rome and Rome broke them all. The 
Romans were afraid. Cato told the 
Senate after every speech, Carthage 
must be destroyed. They took 
Carthage, enslaved fifty thousand 
people, torched the city, burned 
the fleet. The Punic wars.

AVINA
So these people hate the Romans. 
Feeling right at home.

GAISERIC
Punic land, Phoenician, like the 
Phoenix, it rises again.

EXT. CITY SQUARE - DAY

Avina is agog at everything that is out for sale. 
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She sees three young men bothering a girl in an alley. 

GIRL
I said let go!

Without breaking stride she reaches a food stand where an 
African named DRAKON counts money. She snatches two knives in 
one hand.

DRAKON
Hey, missus, they're not for sale. 

She crosses to the offending men and punches one in the neck 
with her free hand. And then she goes medieval. In moments 
she is standing over the other two, emitting a war scream 
that brings every single person in the market to a halt. 

The girl stares at her, terrified. Drakon approaches. 

DRAKON (CONT'D)
Boy, I know your mother, get your 
little friends out of my market. 
Girl, you're alright?

The girl bows and flees. 

Avina stares at him. He gestures toward his knives warily. 

DRAKON (CONT'D)
Where's your husband, woman? I 
didn't know Attila and the Huns 
were in town. 

AVINA
I didn't even kill anybody. Not 
going to stab a teenage boy just 
for being horny. 

DRAKON
Do you want to buy that knife?

AVINA
Not a chance. The handle is loose. 

DRAKON
It's a fish knife. I sell fruit one 
day a week, the leeks and cabbage 
usually don't fight back. 

AVINA
I wanted to blend into the crowd. 
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DRAKON
Well, in this city you're now the 
Princess of Death. 

AVINA
You only work one day a week?

DRAKON
For my mother. And only when I'm in 
port. I'm a ship captain. Drakon. 

AVINA
Avina. 

DRAKON
Avina. You really are the princess?

They laugh. 

AVINA
A month ago I was princess of the 
fleas and the wood ticks. 

DRAKON
Rest your feet, try a pomegranate, 
I cut it open. Seeds and juice. 

AVINA
Never had anything like it. 

DRAKON
There was a story of a princess 
like you, Persephone. 

AVINA
I'm not a princess. 

DRAKON
She ate a pomegranate, she was 
required to marry the king of the 
dead. 

AVINA
As marriage proposals go, this is a 
bit scary. 

DRAKON
It's just fruit, eat it. You're not 
going to marry a sailor. 

AVINA
Ship captain. That knife isn't just 
for fish, is it?
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DRAKON
The stories I could tell. 

AVINA
My father is looking for captains. 
I think we'll see each other again. 

INT. ROMAN VILLA – NIGHT

Carthage. Gaiseric and Samanilde read. Avina approaches with 
a young African named DRAKON.

AVINA (CONT'D)
Mother –

SAMANILDE
Don’t worry, he’s calm.

GAISERIC
So you’ve found a man.

AVINA
You said we need more ship 
captains, well here you are.

GAISERIC
I didn't mean you need to marry 
one. Come here boy.

Gaiseric takes off his sandals and puts them on the table.

AVINA
Father!

GAISERIC
Touch my feet.

The African does as gingerly as he can. 

DRAKON
Like the horn of a rhinoceros, the 
tusk of an elephant. Can you walk?

GAISERIC
I crossed from the Danube to Spain 
to Carthage, he asks if I can walk.

Samanilde plants her feet next to her husband’s.
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SAMANILDE
I gave birth under a tree with the 
soldiers killing each other a few 
yards away. This is how tough you 
need to be, to be in this family.

DRAKON
The war is over.

SAMANILDE
Romans are coming to kill us all. 
That means you, if you marry into 
this family.

GAISERIC
What kind of name is that? A 
Sicilian or Etruscan. The smell of 
Rome. Is he from one of the nations 
that’s been trying to kill us? 

AVINA
That’s almost all of them, you’re 
narrowing my choices. I waited so 
long after Sig was killed.

DRAKON
Sir, I can’t give you an answer. 
I’ve been in Carthage all my life, 
but I was abandoned as a baby.

GAISERIC
Drakon. Best not be a Roman name.

DRAKON
Greek. Lots of Greek names in 
Egypt, we may have come from the 
Nile. 

GAISERIC
And the world comes to Carthage. 
Could be an old Phoenician, a 
Canaanite. You’re an African, she’s 
golden as the sun, what will the 
children look like?

AVINA
Father, I searched for a long time.

GAISERIC
Mother? Or have you conspired with 
them already?
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SAMANILDE
He’s a great pilot, makes a sack of 
money, his sailors don’t want to 
kill him.

GAISERIC
An African. I always thought a 
German.

SAMANILDE
Her name is Avina, family name. 
When your sister Avina was young, 
she wanted to be someone and do 
things, that was taken away. Let 
your daughter choose her own road, 
after marching her a thousand 
miles. You did your job, kept her 
safe, she might even be a virgin.

Avina’s face freezes just a bit.

SAMANILDE (CONT'D)
Someday I will tell you what 
Gaiseric put me through. But he 
respected me every step of the way.

EXT. ROMAN STREET - DAY

A general, PETRONIUS, nails a long piece of paper to a board 
already covered with city pronouncements. ROMANS watch, 
afraid. 

PETRONIUS
The emperor is dead. 

SENATOR
Long live Petronius, Emperor of 
Rome!

ROMAN
Long live…who?

PETRONIUS
This is the proscription list, 
enemies of the state. 

SENATOR
Will they be executed?

PETRONIUS
They will be proscribed. Any man 
can kill them, any man can take 
their property, their slave girls. 

(MORE)
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Anyone with information about where 
they're hiding, gets a nice sack of 
money from the treasury. I don't 
even need to lift a finger. 

INT. ROMAN VILLA – NIGHT

Sounds of chaos in the streets outside. A SENATOR, his WIFE, 
SLAVES look out, terrified. 

SENATOR
Maybe if I give away all my 
possessions, the emperor won't kill 
me to take them. 

SLAVE
We could fight. 

Fight the mob? You're a slave, why 
on earth should you die for your 
master?

A mob enters, drags off a girl. Slaves fight back and are 
killed. Senator stabs himself and his wife does the same. 

Montage: Men are discovered hiding in sewers, chimneys, 
ovens, wells. 

INT. ROMAN VILLA – NIGHT

Rome. Petronius approaches EUDOCIA, the daughter of the 
emperor whom Petronius overthrew.

EUDOCIA
Why are we here when the rest of 
the government is in Ravenna?

PETRONIUS
People need to see that I’m the 
real emperor, in the imperial city. 
So, Eudocia, you’re fifteen now?

EUDOCIA
I’m engaged to Huneric. Hostage 
from the Vandals.

PETRONIUS
That was your father’s order, the 
old emperor. He’s no longer with 
us. You will marry my son. 

PETRONIUS (CONT'D)

(MORE)
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We can’t have an emperor’s daughter 
marry some barbarian who doesn’t 
wash.

EUDOCIA
I’ll take the smelly German over 
the son of a murderer.

PETRONIUS
No, you really won’t. And I’m 
marrying your mother, nice tidy 
Roman family.

INT. ROMAN VILLA – NIGHT

Carthage. Gaiseric (now 66) and Samanilde.

SAMANILDE
You always get angry when you read 
a long letter. If Seneca can ignore 
Latin grammar, so can you.

GAISERIC
This is trouble. Remember I said 
that we weren’t leaving Carthage?

SAMANILDE
Dammit –

GAISERIC
Wait until you hear. Emperor wanted 
to marry our son to his daughter, 
excellent idea, keeps everyone 
honest. A man named Petronius kills 
the emperor. The new man wants his 
son to marry the princess, the one 
betrothed to our boy.

SAMANILDE
And then he kills our son to get 
him out of the way. Dammit!

GAISERIC
The mother wrote it, she wants me 
to rescue her and her daughters.

SAMANILDE
And the boy!

GAISERIC
Right. I had a plan, now I'm going 
to do what I swore I'd never do. 

PETRONIUS (CONT'D)
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SAMANILDE
Do what?

GAISERIC
Conquer Rome. 

EXT. OUTSIDE THE GATES OF ROME - DAY

Rome. The place looks decrepit and half-empty. 

Down a street a mob is stoning a man to death. 

SAMANILDE
Is that a criminal?

LOCAL
New emperor. He tried to run away. 
They told us to expect the devil. 

SAMANILDE
Sorry to disappoint. 

LOCAL
You brought your wife to pillage 
and murder?

SAMANILDE
I'll drink your blood, mate. 

Gaiseric meets the POPE at the gate. One is a young soldier 
named ODOACER. Samanilde has come along.

ODOACER
Sir. Odoacer.

GAISERIC
A German who works for the Romans.

ODOACER
I have other plans, sir.

GAISERIC
And you. You’re some sort of 
Christian priest, aren’t you?

POPE
I am the Pope, Bishop of Rome.

GAISERIC
No idea what that is, but good for 
you.
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POPE
Our city was already sacked by you 
Germans, I’m asking you not to kill 
anyone or rape the women. Take what 
you want and go.

GAISERIC
Why on earth did they send you? You 
Catholics hate the Vandals.

POPE
The last invader here was Attila. 
The Huns came to destroy the city. 
I talked them out of it. So the 
senators sent me out to you. 

GAISERIC
How did you shoo Attila away?

POPE
Long story. We're Christians but 
we're all not so pigheaded. 

GAISERIC
We will not bother most of you. We 
are taking all your gold and 
silver, a hostage or two, and we 
want the empress and her daughters 
immediately.

SAMANILDE
And our son!

GAISERIC
And the cretin who killed the 
emperor and caused this mess.

ODOACER
Petronius, over there. He made such 
a point of planting a flag in Rome, 
the old capital, until the minute 
he saw your sails. The Romans don't 
love a fight the way they used to.

They find Huneric, LICINIA and her daughters, Eudocia and 
Placidia.

GAISERIC
All three of you want to come to 
Africa?

LICINIA
Italy is a wild forest now, biggest 
danger is the Roman soldiers.
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GAISERIC
And you, girl, you were promised to 
my boy when you were, what, five?

EUDOCIA
Yes sir. My father wanted an 
alliance with the Vandals. 

GAISERIC
That never happens to us. No wonder 
the Romans killed your father. And 
you actually want the boy?

EUDOCIA
Yes sir.

GAISERIC
And you, boy. You got her pregnant?

HUNERIC
Papa!

GAISERIC
Well, wife?

SAMANILDE
They said Roman women like to bush 
up their eyebrows so they have one 
brow going across their whole face. 
And they flatten their chests.

EUDOCIA
Some of us would rather look the 
way Venus made us. I don’t flatten 
my breasts for anybody.

GAISERIC
Son, I think we just keep out of 
this part of the conversation. 

SAMANILDE
Pick a few good lads you can trust, 
take them to the palace to pack.

GAISERIC
See, boy? I got you back, you get a 
princess, someday you’ll be king!

Roman OFFICERS enter. 

OFFICER
Your highness, we'll handle this. 
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GAISERIC
Handle what? How? The last time an 
army came here from Carthage, 
Hannibal threw everything at you, 
elephants, and he failed. I came 
with a tiny part of my army, and a 
fleet I stole from your governor, 
and I walked right in. 

OFFICER
We'll send for the emperor. 

GAISERIC
Your leader ran away and left these 
women to face the Vandals, he's 
already dead. Your empire is dying, 
and I'm going to help kill it. 

OFFICER
Your own people have come over to 
our side to fight. 

GAISERIC
For cash. Your own men refuse to 
fight anymore. Germans who switch 
sides once can switch twice. That's 
how Alaric got the men he needed to 
sack Rome the last time. 

OFFICER
We took Carthage once and we'll 
take it again. 

GAISERIC
You need a lesson in manners.

OFFICER
You weren't going to kill us. 

GAISERIC
There will be no bloodshed. Send 
some engineers, knock down their 
aqueducts. Turn the water taps 
right off. In a month half your 
people will leave the city. Annoy 
me again and I'll come back with my 
entire army. If my wife lets me. 

The Romans stomp out. 

GAISERIC (CONT'D)
Wife, I sacked Rome, got the boy, 
just for you. 

(MORE)
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Now can I sleep in my bed again? I 
told you, I have a plan for 
everything. 

INT. ROMAN VILLA – NIGHT

Carthage. Gaiseric, wife, kids, and the rescued Roman women 
eat and drink.

GAISERIC
What’s really going on in Rome?

EUDOCIA 
The government is hiding in a swamp 
in Ravenna. I saw them holding off 
a Goth attack. Have you seen their 
army? They fight to lose. They hide 
in forts, they avoid open battle, 
they don’t attack, they push off 
the Germans with spears. Half the 
army is gone. They had to open the 
ranks to old men, grab conscripts.  
Farm boys run away or chop off toes 
to avoid the army.

GAISERIC
What kind of empire is it when 
what's left of their government is 
hiding in some Venetian bathhouse? 

EUDOCIA
They lost land in the east, 
Britain, Gaul, Spain, you people 
raided the coasts. All they have 
left is Italy and a few other bits.

GAISERIC
The Germans are getting closer too.

EUDOCIA
Germans run their army, Germans 
took their land, control their 
food, Germans sacked Rome three 
times, Rome hadn’t been taken in 
800 years. Half the people of Rome 
are gone.

GAISERIC
I saw there isn’t much food here. I 
sold them grain, where did it go?

GAISERIC (CONT'D)
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EUDOCIA
They didn't learn to feed 
themselves.  Money and slaves 
aren’t coming in, there’s no one to 
work the farms or mines, no taxes. 
The eastern empire is letting the 
west die, they’re broke.

GAISERIC
Don't really see a government.

EUDOCIA
They just had a dozen emperors 
deposed, emperors murdered, usurper 
emperors, child emperors, emperors 
who are puppets of German generals.

GAISERIC
They’re ripe for plucking. Huneric, 
got yourself a clever wife. You 
keep saying "them".

EUDOCIA
Them, the Romans. I'm a citizen of 
Carthage now. If you'll have me. 

LICINIA
You’re Germans like the rest of 
them, how did you get to Africa? 

SAMANILDE
Our feet. We began by the northern 
sea, Huns chase us down to the 
Danube and up again. We crossed 
Germany, Gaul, Spain and Africa.

LICINIA
That’s got to be 3000 miles!

SAMANILDE
Romans forced us. We won't be 
beggars in someone else’s country, 
we tried that. Half the time we 
weren’t fighting the Romans, they 
sent Germans to do their dirty 
work. We need our own home.

AVINA
Sun's hard on our white northern 
skin, but it's home. I feel safe. 
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EXT. CITY SQUARE - NIGHT

Carthage. Rioting in the street. Gaiseric, wife, Licinia.

GAISERIC
We just got here, they want to kill 
us already?

LICINIA
This is an old fight. Catholics 
want to kill the Jews and Arians.

GAISERIC
Bring a company to the Forum.

Catholics, Jews, Arians fight, angry soldiers break them up.

GAISERIC (CONT'D)
I’m a soldier, not a philosopher. 
What is all this?

LICINIA
The Arians say God the father came 
first and is senior to God the Son 
who is divine but not a god.

GAISERIC
Arians. That’s most of the Germans.

LICINIA
Catholics say Jesus was eternal, 
made of the same stuff that God is.

GAISERIC
What’s the difference, and who 
cares? I don’t know Jesus –

LICINIA
He was a teacher in Judea, he went 
wild in a temple and wrecked the 
place, the Romans crucified him.

GAISERIC
A God crucified like a slave?

LICINIA
Catholics insist Jesus is not just 
a God, he is co-eternal with the 
big God.

GAISERIC
Co-eternal? Either you’re eternal 
or you die. And he died.
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LICINIA
Catholics want to kill the Arians 
because the beliefs are different.

GAISERIC
Well, answer’s no. Isn’t one just 
as silly as the other?

LICINIA
They also want to kill the Jews.

GAISERIC
Who are the Jews again?

LICINIA
Long story. Egyptian emperors took 
them as slaves, killed the 
children. God saved them by killing 
Egyptian children and parting the 
sea so the Jews could escape to 
Judea.

GAISERIC
If we were Jewish we could have 
asked God to carry us from Spain to 
Africa. We used boats.

LICINIA
Jews wandered in the desert, 
complaining about their leaders.

GAISERIC
Just like my Vandals. Did they try 
to kill this Moses halfway across? 
Did his wife nag him?

SAMANILDE
Let her tell the story. 

LICINIA
They just wanted land to grow food. 
An emperor took their leaders 
captive, walked them across the 
desert to Persia. 

GAISERIC
Like the Romans are claiming I 
kidnapped you. 

LICINIA
Romans came to Judea, brutalized 
the Jews. 

(MORE)
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Jews revolted, the Romans executed 
thousands, destroyed villages, took 
slaves. Soon Jews were wandering 
across the empire.

SAMANILDE
Just like the Vandals.

LICINIA
The Jews who stayed in Judea 
launched another revolt, took six 
Roman legions to stop them.

SAMANILDE
Good fighters then. 

LICINIA
Then they tell a sad story. They 
claim their general invaded Judea, 
executed tribal chiefs, raped the 
women, took slaves. Thing is, they 
never did that, they want children 
to think they were bloodthirsty 
conquerors like the Romans. 

GAISERIC
They wanted little boys to see 
Grandad as a bloodstained rapist 
rather than a victim. They hated 
the taste of failure. Don't care 
for the taste myself. 

SAMANILDE
When have you failed at anything?

GAISERIC
Ask my sister. 

LICINIA
There are still Jews in Judea. When 
I was empress I let them pray at 
their old temple, Christians chased 
them away.

Soldiers bring a priest. 

GAISERIC
I like the Jews best. So, bishop, 
we’re Arians. You hate us, you hate 
Jews, you write letters saying how 
much you love the Romans. The Jews 
can stay. I want you out of the 
city. There will be no riots here.

LICINIA (CONT'D)
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PRIEST
You're expelling the Catholics?

GAISERIC
I'm expelling you. The rest of the 
Catholics can stay if they behave. 

EXT. SHIPS FIGHTING AT SEA – DAY

Near Corsica. Vandal ships are being charged by Romans.

VANDAL
Damn, here come the Roman ships! 

SECOND VANDAL
This is twice now!

VANDAL
We’re Germans, why they hell are we 
fighting at sea?

SECOND VANDAL
Another ship is sinking, let’s 
hoist sail and run.

EXT. SEACOST – DAY

Campania, Italy. Vandals are trucking loot to a small boat, a 
larger one in the distance. Romans appear.

VANDAL
It’s the same captain, dump the 
swag, get the boat in the water!

SECOND VANDAL
Do they have any archers?

The Romans get closer. Odoacer is leading them.

ODOACER
You can’t run forever, boys. Even 
if I was born German, these are 
Roman waters, Mare Nostrum. Our 
sea. Not yours. 

EXT. CITY SQUARE - DAY

A MERCHANT has led SLAVES into a pen. He half-drags a young 
boy up to a platform and a clamor rises. It dies down again 
when they see that Gaiseric has arrived with his wife. 
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SLAVE
Is that the king?

SECOND SLAVE
He's got the limp. 

GAISERIC
Untie that child. Now. 

MERCHANT
Sir - 

GAISERIC
Who has a knife? Or a sword?

MERCHANT
As you say, I've got it - 

GAISERIC
Let the women and children out - 
dammit, let them all out. 

He tears apart the pen. 

MERCHANT
Sir, they are my profit, my ship 
just returned from Rome. 

GAISERIC
Skin and bones. All of you come 
with me for bread and oil, at the 
villa. He must have fed you 
seawater on the way over. 

MERCHANT
You're freeing all the slaves in 
Carthage? There will be a riot!

GAISERIC
I haven't decided. But these people 
are free. There will be no more 
auctions here. 

MERCHANT
And what do I get in return?

GAISERIC
You get to keep your hands and your 
eyes. Unless you annoy me further. 

Gaiseric turns to help the slaves and finds his wife already 
tending to them. 
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SAMANILDE
The merchants don't want to kill 
you?

GAISERIC
They're making money selling all 
over the Mediterranean. They charge 
sky-high prices to sell to Rome 
because I told them to. They don't 
pay taxes at Roman rates anymore. 

SAMANILDE
Rome could have run the city this 
way, they were too busy stealing 
everything. 

GAISERIC
So shutting down a slave auction 
won't get me killed. 

SAMANILDE
I bet a hefty price the Romans have 
spies in the city. Hunting you. 

INT. LIBRARY – NIGHT

Carthage. Gaiseric, Huneric, a LIBRARIAN.

GAISERIC
You have the Cicero and the Caesar?

LIBRARIAN
All I could find.

GAISERIC
The boy is stuck on the Latin. The 
Meditations.

LIBRARIAN
Wait until he sees it in Greek. 
Everyone loves Marcus Aurelius, 
wrote a pretty book on virtue that 
nobody read, but they hate his son 
Commodus, the silly boy who tried 
to name the empire after himself. 
But everybody has it wrong. 

GAISERIC
What??

LIBRARIAN
Marcus’ dream was to carve Germany 
into provinces. 

(MORE)
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Had no money, his men had the 
plague, kept pushing, filled his 
ranks with slaves, criminals, 
gladiators. He sent them to battle, 
they got crushed, left the door 
open for Germans to attack Italy. 
But he couldn’t back down from the 
Germans. 

GAISERIC
Marcus was the genius, his son 
Commodus was the cretin.

LIBRARIAN
Wrong both times. Commodus saw that 
conquering Germany was impossible. 
He was the only Roman who ever made 
a peace deal with the Germans and 
kept his word. The rule for Romans 
was "always be stealing, exploit 
the tribes", he broke the rule. So 
they killed him.

GAISERIC
The boy didn’t do much better with 
that piece of Plutarch.

LIBRARIAN
They say Antony was brilliant. He 
was a drunk, chased women, ran with 
a street gang. He controlled Rome 
three times and made a mess it. He 
started a squabble over a man he 
thought was sleeping with his wife, 
Caesar had to come back to Rome to 
stop it. 

GAISERIC
You're turning my whole world 
upside down. 

LIBRARIAN
Antony went mad over a foreign girl 
everyone hated, insulted his wife 
who was Octavian’s sister, gave 
Roman provinces away to his foreign 
kids. If anybody but Antony had 
stepped up at Caesar’s funeral, 
Rome could still be a republic.

GAISERIC
But Suetonius was fun!

LIBRARIAN (CONT'D)
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LIBRARIAN
Caligula? Stories were written by 
people who hated him. He was like 
all emperors, women and murder. 

GAISERIC
The lesson here?

LIBRARIAN
When Romans tell the history of 
Romans, they lie. They leave out 
their crimes. Never trust a Roman.

GAISERIC
Imagine the lies they tell about 
me. 

LIBRARIAN
They're already using your name to 
frighten children with. 

EXT. DOCKSIDE – NIGHT

Carthago Nova, Spain. VANDALS skulk in a Roman port with a 
VISIGOTH.

VANDAL
The Romans ambushed us twice at sea 
and once on land. They have spies.

SECOND VANDAL
So do we....Great, the Visigoths. 
Rome hired you to attack us again? 

VISIGOTH
We changed our minds. Romans will 
use this fleet to destroy Carthage 
next month. Let us lend a hand. 
Then take us somewhere and feed us. 

SECOND VANDAL
Let’s see how wood catches fire.

They burn the ships. An infantry contingent led by Odoacer 
rushes in, too late. 

INT. ROMAN VILLA – NIGHT

Carthage. Gaiseric, wife and son, the rescued Roman women.
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GAISERIC
Well, isn’t this interesting. An 
order from the emperor of the east 
in Greece. He is suspicious of our 
intentions, and wants hostages.

SAMANILDE
Or else he will attack? He's not 
laying a finger on my children. 

GAISERIC
He wants Licinia, the empress, and 
her girls.

HUNERIC
Eudocia? My wife. We’re not playing 
the hostage game again.

LICINIA
I will go. I will always be 
grateful that you rescued us –

GAISERIC
We made good profit on the trip.

LICINIA
I’m a Roman, not an African. I want 
to go to Constantinople, my girl 
knows everyone. She can find a man.

HUNERIC
My wife isn’t going. You can take 
your crown off on this one. 

EUDOCIA
Here’s a thought. Why don’t you let 
me speak for myself?

HUNERIC
Now wait –

EUDOCIA
Husband, don’t make me repeat 
myself. It's my family. How much 
trouble will I cause if I stay here 
with my bossy husband?

GAISERIC
Emperor asked for three, he gets 
two. You're really one of us. Are 
you worth starting a war over? 
Helen of Troy?
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EUDOCIA
I think so. But I’m staying with 
him. Here. Is that alright? Or do 
you want us to run? I’ll send along 
the sweetest letter to the emperor.

GAISERIC
Well, wife?

SAMANILDE
The two of you really fell in love 
when you were five years old?

EUDOCIA
It’s easier to endure him now.

HUNERIC
Thank you, my love.

GAISERIC
And now your niece. Found herself a 
young man, a merchant in the town.

SAMANILDE
Dear, mind your temper.

GAISERIC
The old lion still has a roar or 
two in him.

LIUVA, Gaiseric’s granddaughter, enters with AMASTAN, a 
Berber African. Gaiseric points to chairs.

AMASTAN
Gratias, Domine.

GAISERIC
Your Latin is better than mine.

AMASTAN
I was raised on it.

GAISERIC
I only got good at it once I got 
here and began reading Cicero. Old 
man. Business is good?

AMASTAN
If we can get a few years of peace. 
Sinking the Roman fleet certainly 
helped. Top marks.

GAISERIC
Plucky man.
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AMASTAN
Wasn’t sure of the rules. The boss 
is you, not her? In our tribe we 
have female chiefs, queens, and 
women choose the husbands.

SAMANILDE
And he thought you wouldn’t be 
civilized.

GAISERIC
Mother!

LIUVA
She’s definitely the boss.

AMASTAN
I don’t know a thing about German 
customs. Or German women.

SAMANILDE
They fear us for our magic powers.

AMASTAN
Bleeding gods.

GAISERIC
You’re going to scare him off.

LIUVA
We take care of our women. If a man 
beats his wife, her family launches 
a blood feud. And this is a family 
no one wants to tangle with. 

GAISERIC
Back in the day, I’d marry her to a 
prince, make a peace treaty, but 
the emperors are dying off, so here 
we are. Does he treat you right?

LIUVA
Yes, so far.

GAISERIC
I’m pretending I have a say.

LIUVA
You are king.

GAISERIC
I can’t let my son have his choice 
and not do the same for her. Wife?
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SAMANILDE
He’s afraid of us. He’ll be fine.

Everyone straggles out but Gaiseric and Huneric. Huneric is 
moping over a scroll.

HUNERIC
Cicero. I’m glad Antony cut off his 
hands before he could write 
anymore.

GAISERIC
I got you back, got you a princess, 
you’re the prince. Are we even now?

HUNERIC
You don’t make bargains with a 
king, you just take what you get.

GAISERIC
So today’s lesson? Cicero again?

HUNERIC
This one is important?

GAISERIC
Rome began with a great idea, the 
republic. Assemblies to speak for 
the people, trained officials to 
manage things. But it was set up to 
run a city, not an empire. The 
republic was good at enslaving 
foreigners but not so good at 
keeping their own people free.

HUNERIC
It turned into a game. 

GAISERIC
The thing was criminal from the 
start. The rich used bribery, 
blocked poor people from getting 
posts. They shipped off poor people 
to the army and then stole the land 
so they could work it with slaves. 
When Gracchus tried to give poor 
their land back, rich boys sent a 
mob to kill him.

HUNERIC
So now gaming the political system 
with violence was okay.
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GAISERIC
Sulla marches his army, the actual 
army, to Rome, kills his opponents, 
steals money, packs the Senate with 
his pals.

HUNERIC
And then Caesar.

GAISERIC
Wasn’t all Caesar’s fault. Cato 
rejected any plan that didn’t 
include destroying Caesar, broke 
the Senate, made politics a crime.

HUNERIC
But then Caesar marched.

GAISERIC
Right, fine. Caesar creates a mob 
of his own voters in Gaul, declares 
himself dictator. He gets stabbed, 
some poet gets stabbed because he 
has the same name as some other man 
in the Caesar mess.

HUNERIC
So at heart they’re all criminals.

GAISERIC
It got to be so violent that Cicero 
wore body armor to an election. 
When Cicero criticized Mark Antony, 
Antony cut off his head –

HUNERIC
He nailed his hands to a wall. 
Antony killed a third of the 
Senate.

GAISERIC
Soon everyone, Germans, Celts, even 
the Huns, were talking politics in 
debate like Romans used to, but the 
Romans slid back into violence and 
tyranny. Common people didn’t fight 
for their freedom, their leaders 
bumbled around like Cato or ran 
away like Brutus. The nation that 
began by hating kings ended by 
turning their emperors into gods.
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HUNERIC
Who needs freedom? The empire 
rolled along for 400 years without 
it. The scribe said the Romans had 
the Pax Romana after Augustus.

GAISERIC
Pax Romana? Twenty wars and forty 
revolts. Their pax didn’t have much 
pax in it. Generals ran everything.

HUNERIC
They're criminals, thieves, I know. 
They’re gone, why tell me now?

GAISERIC
You could make the same mistakes. 
You need to learn to run a city, 
make the sewers work. All I know 
about people I learned out on the 
march. I don’t know how it's done, 
there’s no one to ask except men 
like Cicero. Figure out how to be 
better than the Romans.

HUNERIC
If the Romans come and kill us, I 
don’t need to worry.

GAISERIC
Well, they’re coming. We’ll see who 
kills who.

HUNERIC
Are you afraid?

GAISERIC
Death? I’m almost eighty. But your 
wife, your sister, your daughter. 
As slaves. That’s what I’m afraid 
of.

HUNERIC
You've got that map with you. 

GAISERIC
The Romans wanted hit us, then the 
Huns attacked them up north and the 
Persians piled on in the east. 

HUNERIC
Attila the hammer, you're the 
anvil. 
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GAISERIC
Rome is ignoring us. It's like they 
don't care. 

HUNERIC
Easy to fix, isn't it?

GAISERIC
Right. Our merchants sold trinkets 
in Sicily, they were spying for me. 
Rome is sneaking in Egyptian grain. 
Sails through Sicily, into Italy. 

HUNERIC
So that's why they're not buying as 
much of our grain. 

GAISERIC
So that's why we're raiding Sicily. 
My turn to be the hammer. 

EXT. CITY WALL - NIGHT

Gaiseric looks at the bay. Avina joins him.

AVINA
You sleeping on the roof again? 
Mother gets annoyed. 

GAISERIC
She gets annoyed when I toss and 
turn in bed. 

AVINA
What is it now?

GAISERIC
29 years for Rome to attack. I raid 
their coasts, I've done everything 
but pull up my tunic and wave my 
hammer at them. 

AVINA
Sorry, Papa, wave your what?

GAISERIC
Go to sleep, you monkey. 

He looks at the sea. 

GAISERIC (CONT'D)
Come on, you little flies, right 
into my spider web! 
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AVINA
It really is a beautiful city. 

INT. ROMAN VILLA – NIGHT

Ravenna. Odoacer and Roman generals stare at a map.

GENERAL
We need help from the eastern 
empire. A thousand ships, cost 
thirty tons of gold and three 
hundred tons of silver.

ODOACER
Must be all the gold in the world.

GENERAL
It's all the gold in both empires. 
We meet in Sicily, land in Africa, 
wipe away the Vandals. If we don’t, 
the empire has no money, no food, 
no army, no hope.

INT. ROMAN VILLA – NIGHT

Carthage. Gaiseric, now 79, hobbles in on his cane. He greets 
Odoacer and other Romans, who look well-fed and magnificent. 
Samanilde, Avina and Huneric listen.

ROMAN
Save your families. We took this 
city once, from better sailors than 
you. We never had a fleet this 
massive. Our ships were built to 
fight battles, your ships carry 
wheat. Your sailors never even saw 
ships before Africa. Not a lot of 
salt water back on the Danube, was 
there?

GAISERIC
I must admit, that's a stunning 
fleet you have out there. 

Dramatic pause. He looks at his daughter. 

GAISERIC (CONT'D)
Tell your general I’d like five 
days, so I can draw up terms.

Dramatic pause. 
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ROMAN
Agreed. Let us know how you intend 
to surrender. We promise mercy. 

The Romans saunter out.

SAMANILDE
Terms? You’re surrendering? They’ll 
slaughter us all.

Gaiseric laughs.

SAMANILDE (CONT'D)
Dammit! You were putting on a 
tragic hero play. 

GAISERIC
I thought I was over-acting, but I 
think I fooled them.

AVINA
The cane was a bit much. 

GAISERIC
I didn’t come 3000 miles to die. If 
I wanted Romans to kill my family I 
could have done that in Germany.

Laughs again.

GAISERIC (CONT'D)
The business with the five days is 
a trick. Huneric, it’s your time. 
Get our ships ready to attack.

HUNERIC
Fight to the death?

GAISERIC
That’s all there is. And it happens 
now. Unless you want a taste of 
Roman mercy, like he promised. 

Gaiseric stands and reaches for a sword. 

SAMANILDE
Fighting in front of your grandson.

GAISERIC
You think the grandchildren won't 
be out there with their knives? I 
can still swing a sword.
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SAMANILDE
You laugh a lot more now.

GAISERIC
One way or another, I’m done. If we 
win, we rule the sea, the western 
empire falls. If we lose, one way 
or another we drink with the gods 
very soon. Our race dies. No point 
in worrying anymore.

AVINA
So no more marching. 

GAISERIC
I’m too old, there’s no place left 
to go. We live or we die here. 

AVINA
So they cornered us.

GAISERIC
We cornered them. They just don’t 
know it.

SAMANILDE
Husband? Doesn’t matter to me what 
you decide. I walked all the way 
from the moon to get here because 
you told me. I’m not walking 
anywhere ever again. I will be out 
on the sand with my sword. The 
first Roman who steps on the sand 
will kill me, or I will kill him.

GAISERIC
Rub some balm into your elbows and 
knees, old girl.

SAMANILDE
Piss off, old man.

GAISERIC
Or I'll rub it in for you. I've had 
one woman in 79 years, Roman 
emperors have two or three a night. 

SAMANILDE
We have girls from every nation in 
the market, great beauties, ready 
to give themselves to the king.
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GAISERIC
Dread the thought of disappointing 
some girl. I'm not the man I was. 

SAMANILDE
Oh, I don't know. 

Avina is appalled. They put their arms around each other. 

SAMANILDE (CONT'D)
Don't die on me, old man. 

EXT. BEACH - DAY

Near Carthage. Samanilde, as promised, watches on shore with 
armed women and children. Avina has a sword and a knife. 
Samanilde's sword is the largest the actress can carry. 

SAMANILDE
Every girl needs a knife. You can’t 
trust a Roman.

Nearby, Vandal ships leave port to meet the Roman armada.

VANDAL
We have the current on our side.

DRAKON
We don’t have numbers on our side.

VANDAL
We never do.

Two Roman fleets approach. A girl points and screams. 

SAMANILDE
They're so close. And so many. 

Vandals send fire ships loaded with wood and oil to attack 
the eastern fleet on the right; ships are soon in flames.

SAMANILDE (CONT'D)
Gods, it's working! It's working!

AVINA
Ships on the left are running, they 
think we're going to burn them too!

SAMANILDE
No, we're not. The current is 
carrying us right into them, the 
Romans can't move. 
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In the Roman fleet on the left, the sailors frantically toss 
down their swords and begin filling buckets with sea water, 
expecting another fire attack. 

SAMANILDE (CONT'D)
The Romans on the left, they think 
we're coming with the fire again!

The Vandals send regular ships to attack the fleet on the 
left, and begin capturing ships and killing Romans.

SAMANILDE (CONT'D)
Sink the damn ship and you can 
drown them all at once!

A Roman ship carrying a general (Basiliscus) sails away from 
the fight. The kids begin with the banshee screaming. 

SAMANILDE (CONT'D)
Run away, you bastard, my daughter 
has a knife waiting for you!

On another Roman ship, an officer in full armor (JOANNES) 
kills Vandals as the board his ship.

JOANNES
No dogs will lay hands on me.

He jumps overboard and drowns in his armor.

Ships burning, ships half-sunk, drowning Romans. 

SAMANILDE
I really thought they were coming. 
I wasn't sure whether to slit your 
throat or my own. 

AVINA
Drop that bloody plow blade and 
give us a hug. You're safe. 

They see Gaiseric sitting on a rock, sword over his lap. 

GAISERIC
Well, wasn't that fun?

EXT. BEACH – NIGHT

Stunned ROMANS including Odoacer drag themselves onto the 
sand and roll out a map under a torch.

ROMAN
A map? What’s the point?
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SECOND ROMAN
We can attack again.

ROMAN
We’ve lost 500 ships, burned, 
captured. That must be two legions 
of men died. And how many ran away!

SECOND ROMAN
There will be a wave of executions 
in Rome. Carthage gave Rome its 
food and a ton of money. Not 
anymore. We can’t save the west.

ROMAN
If we had left them in Africa, 
Gaiseric would sell us grain. 

SECOND ROMAN
We could have left them alone on 
the Danube or in Spain. We chased 
them here. They took our fleet, our 
sea, our food.  We just tried to 
destroy them and their leader is 
quick to anger. How long before 
they sack Rome again?

THIRD ROMAN
Anyone could sack Rome. Both 
empires went broke building our 
fleets, which are at the bottom of 
the sea. We gave the Huns our last 
denari to make them go away and 
moved our troops from the borders 
to that fleet, THEY are at the 
bottom of the sea. 

ROMAN
The empire is totally naked. 

SECOND ROMAN
All we can do is make peace.

ROMAN
And then what? Watch Italy starve? 
The army mutiny? The Germans march 
in and take everything?

SECOND ROMAN
Peace is what happens when you 
can’t afford war anymore.

ROMAN
War is all we had left.
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INT. ROMAN VILLA – DAY

A boy of ten, ROMULUS, enters with his toys and a few 
COURTIERS. Odoacer enters with two SOLDIERS.  Odoacer is 45.

COURTIER
Make way for the emperor –

ODOACER
You’re the emperor?

ROMULUS
Romulus Augustus.

ODOACER
That may be the best name for an 
emperor I’ve ever heard.

ROMULUS
You’re a Roman soldier, aren’t you?

ODOACER
I serve in the army. Not Roman, 
they say my kin were Huns and 
Germans, but who knows?

ROMULUS
So you don’t salute?

ODOACER
Not today. Let's talk. Bring your 
toy sword. What are you, ten? They 
don’t make imperial purple in 
children’s sizes, do they?

ROMULUS
My father’s not far away you know.

ODOACER
You are so right. Ravenna, why the 
emperors moved the capital up here? 
Lots of swampland, easy to defend? 
Romans committed so many crimes 
here. Caesar assembled his soldiers 
here to seize Rome. When they stole 
the wife of Arminius, they kept her 
here, pregnant, and her boy. 

ROMULUS
All that was before I was born. 

ODOACER
It’s fitting that the empire pay 
for its crimes here. 

(MORE)
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Beginning with your father who 
killed the last emperor. Promised 
us land so our kin wouldn’t starve, 
then changed his mind as you Romans 
do. He’s dead in the swamp outside 
town.

ROMULUS
You’re going to do the same to me.

ODOACER
You’re going to retire, at the ripe 
old age of ten. Give you a pension, 
fit for a senator. You are now 
eligible for betrothal if anyone 
wants to marry a retired emperor. 

ROMULUS
A girl?

ODOACER
Send you to a villa near Vesuvius. 
Spartacus won a battle against your 
legions there by climbing ropes 
down the side of a smoking volcano. 
You like soldiers, don't you? 

He points at the boy's sword. 

ODOACER (CONT'D)
You get a better ending than your 
soldiers gave my sister. As long as 
I never hear your name again, you 
can just disappear.

Romulus and his side boys scurry out.

ODOACER (CONT'D)
The empire has fallen. Have a 
grape. 

SOLDIER
So, king of Italy? Not emperor?

ODOACER
I serve as king under the eastern 
emperor, why look for trouble? Take 
the seal, the imperial regalia, 
send it to Constantinople.

SOLDIER
How about those old Roman Senators, 
kill them and take their money?

ODOACER (CONT'D)
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ODOACER
No, we’ll have a senate like the 
old days, consuls. We treat the old 
boys with respect. If they get out 
of line, then we kill them.

SOLDIER
Will the eastern emperor approve?

ODOACER
It’s that or war. He's broke. 

SOLDIER
The east wants the old western 
emperor to take the throne again.

ODOACER
Julius. We’ll mint coins with his 
face on them. Give him the coins, 
dump him on the coast with some 
guards so the locals don’t kill 
him. Two more things. No Roman can 
carry a weapon anywhere in Italy. 
No Roman can marry a German. 
Because you can’t trust a Roman.

SOLDIER
What about the locals? I mean Rome.

ODOACER
Rome's empty, half a million ran 
away. They had a dozen insane 
emperors, will they even notice the 
change? Do they know who I am? They 
didn’t blink when Rome was sacked 
three times. They just want food.

SOLDIER
The Vandals have all our food.

ODOACER
Gaiseric doesn’t want to kill all 
of Italy, just the Romans. 

INT. ROMAN VILLA – NIGHT

Gaiseric, 87, growls at a soldier. Samanilde enters. 

GAISERIC
Eastern empire didn't learn their 
lesson when we sank their fleet, 
they won't let us sell in their 
coastal towns. 
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SOLDIER
So what do we...

GAISERIC
We raid the coastal towns. How many 
times do I have to beat them? 

SAMANILDE
You should be in bed.

GAISERIC
Try to put me to bed one more time.

SAMANILDE
Sorry.

GAISERIC
I think once I start lolling around 
in bed, I’ll never leave it alive. 

SAMANILDE
It's just a bed. My bed. 

GAISERIC
I walked 3000 miles, sleeping in 
fields, I feel silly laying in a 
bed. And it's always warm outside. 

SAMANILDE
When you crack open the Greek wine, 
you think about your sister. You 
can't let go, can you?

GAISERIC
Once I die, let her slip away, the 
last scrap of her existence is 
gone. My last memory, she was a 
young girl. I hope somehow she got 
to be old and fat somewhere. I hope 
she can rest in peace.

SAMANILDE
Enough wine. Go for another walk?

GAISERIC
Life seems short from the dock end 
of the rope. I outran my dream, 
destroyed Rome, lucky in marriage. 
I've reigned 48 years, longer than 
any emperor east or west. 

SAMANILDE
And the Romans still fear you. 
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GAISERIC
I’d like to loll around a bit, see 
what a world without Rome looks 
like. But shoving this body around 
is a lot of work. You were bracing 
for me to die in battle for, what, 
50 years? Well, stop worrying.

SAMANILDE
I don’t know how the world can keep 
going without you.

GAISERIC
I was going to sleep under my tree 
on that hill. But I think it is a 
good night to take the wife to bed 
and give her a good thrashing.

SAMANILDE
Seventy. I have been married to you 
70 years. We never know how many 
more nights we can share a bed. 

They sleep. 

NARRATOR
Rome infected the world with a 
sickness, a hunger to build 
empires, to rob the world. 
Every empire attacked Carthage, the 
western empire, the east, Muslims, 
Ottomans, every one of these 
empires fell. 
Today Carthage is a quiet place, 
people work in farms and factories, 
not an emperor in sight.
Historians in Rome and the Church 
got busy, they wanted to conquer 
the world and hated the Vandals for 
getting in the way. The Vandal page 
in the history books is very black. 
They didn't give Gaiseric credit 
for wrecking the empire but he did. 
In their fear and fury, their 
enemies coined a new word. 
Vandalism.

FADE OUT.

THE END. 
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